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EDITORIAL

POWERFUL LESSON
`While

A§:::cahci!aHiEas¥L°v:Ld::ha¥s?:EL|±|
zecher 1 'tziat mitzraim, a re;minder of the

exodus from Egypt, and the themes of
freedom and redemption are to be found
everywhere in Jewish thought and liturgy,
not just in the celebration of Passover.
The themes spill over into Sfeczbbczf. The

journey towards freedom becomes
archetypal; for the life of each generation,
family and individual.
Pesach is archetypal in another way as
well. Take the s'eder. What actually is it?
A service? A celebration? A feast? It may
be all of those things. But the most
accurate description is that it is a highly
elaborate and effective lesson, a sfez.zjr.

Even Chris Woodhead could not help but
approve. What is the feczggczc7ofe .? A prayer

book? Surely it is more a textbook, more
the key tool of the family lesson. Count
the references to teaching one' s children,
the rituals that are explained explicitly in
the commentaries as devices for keeping
the children interested as well as the

parents. Look at the very text of the
paragraph concerning the four sons so
illuminatingly explored by Colin Eimer
in this issue's A4:4jv7VA essay.

Leaming, leaming, learning. The sec7er
and its %czggedczfe are yet another example

of the centrality of leaming in Jewish life
and in the Jewish journey, another
example of why the rabbis ruled that it is
permissible to sell a synagogue to build a
school but not a school to build a
synagogue.
And so to a truly remarkable article. It
appeared in the March 27 issue of the
/era/scz/em jzeporJ and was written by
Hirsh Goodman, the founding editor of
that most respected journal. It is so
remarkable that we are going to quote
from it extensively:
`Last Rosh Hashanah, the Refomi and
Conservative movements in Israel ran
a highly successful campaign declaring
that there is more than one way to be a
Jew. According to friends involved
with the campaign, hundreds of Israeli
families flocked into non-Orthodox
synagogues for the High Holy Days as
a result. Now the two movements have
launched a second series
of
advertisements, playing on the same
theme, but this time saying that there's
more than one way to get married as a
Jew, and offering Reform and
Conservative marriages in a country
where, until now, an Orthodox
marriage was the only real option
available.
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both

campaigns

are

admirable and, hopefully, will draw
more and more formerly secular
Israelis into synagogue life, where the
real effort should go is into offering a
progressive Jewish education to Israeli
children.
`There is a real window of
opportunity here. Israel's standard
public schools are deteriorating as
resources are cut; more Israelis are
searching for Jewish identity, knowing

that if their children are to have any
desire to remain in a Jewish country
they will need some modicum of
Jewish education; th`; Reform and
Conservative school networks are
expanding and offering qualitatively
superior education...
`V\then Rabbi Levi Weiman-Kelman

started Kol Haneshamah in Jerusalem
some 14 years ago, the congregation
was almost entirely Anglo. But with
each passing year, more Israeli faces
could be seen at services, particularly
over the High Holy Days. Why?
Almost exclusively because Kol
Haneshamah has an excellent prekindergarten that feeds into an
excellent kindergarten at Beit Shmuel
that feeds into the Tali school in Bayit
Vegan where classes are smaller,
teachers are better, attention is
individual, compassionate religion is
taught and a sense of community is
developed.
`If a serious investment in these

[type of schools] is made now, not only
would the progressive community in
Israel flourish, but we would be
creating new generations of Israelis
who do not have to choose between
Orthodoxy or nothing, but can embrace
a modem alternative practiced by the
majority of their brethren abroad...
`Progressive

Judaism

is

the

solution,
a
warm,
egalitarian,
compassionate and attractive version
that will rebuild a sense of community
in this country. Now that we have
become thoroughly Israeli, it is time
for the many here who want to, to find
their Jewishness again.'

It is extraordinarily encouraging to find
a key Israeli figure in a key Israeli joumal
proclaiming
the
importance
of
Progressive Judaism when so recently
Progressive Judaism was dismissed as an
irrelevant American implant in Erefz
yz.srcze/. But note also the stress on
schools.

For many, many years the Reform and
Liberal Movements in Britain were
resolutely opposed to Jewish schools.
Denominational schools were sectarian,

divisive, ran counter to the drive to
integrate fully into British society. Whilst
Orthodoxy understood the decisive role
that schools must play in any tradition so
reliant on and committed to leaning, we
remained obdurate. Even when Rabbi
Dow Marmur and Peter Levy provided
the Progressive Jewish community of
North West London with Akiva School,
we remained unconvinced. Only in the
late 1990s, when the success of Akiva
could not be ignored and the demand and
the logic could not be resisted, did the
Progressive Jewish community finally
begin to get its act together. Clore Shalom
and Clore Tikva opened in 1999. School

projects in Manchester, Edgware/IIarrow
and Camden/Westminster are moving
forward rapidly. The target of 2,500
children in seven schools by 2005 is now
more than a dream. At last there is even
serious talk of a secondary school.
`Reform Judaism is Living Judaism'

has become the watchword of the Refomi
Movement. It is the assertion of the need
to leam how to live a meaningful Jewish
life in a way that is vibrant, developing
and sustaining. A school is a primary,
essential vehicle for that message. It

provides its students not only with a place
to learn how to turn their Judaism into an
hour-by-bour reality, but also with an
environment in which they can actually
live it out. It is sad that every Jewish child
in Britain cannot have access to a
Progressive Jewish Day School. But,
since more than 60% of all the Jews in
Britain live within 12 miles of the
Stemberg Centre - and a significant

percentage also live in Manchester we are better placed to provide for
important numbers than any other
religious minority. Reading both the
Times zLnd the Times Education
S#pp/e772e7zZ recently serves to underline

how successfully Akiva has managed
to

deliver

`Living

Judaism'.

It

demonstrates that Living Judaism
cannot be confined to a ghetto. It
reaches out and brings the children into
contact with other faiths and other
sections of the worldwide community
in the most creative possible way.
Read Michael Shire's article in this
issue. Pass this editorial to as many

people as you can. Ask them to join the
clamour for Progressive Jewish
schooling for as many Jewish children as
possible, in this country and in Israel. It is
the key, as Hirsh Goodman says, that will
enable a whole generation "to find their
Jewishness again". It is a lesson we must

lea,in now. Chag Sameach 1

The establishment of these schools
in the non-orthodox sector stems from
three major thrusts. One is a desire to
intensify Jewish leaming through full
time Jewish education. The communal
statistics
of
the
last
decade
demonstrate the speedy decline of the
affiliated Jewish community and have
prompted a renewal of Jewish
identification and ethnicity. This has
resulted in parents seeking to intensify
Jewish leaming and providing a total
environment for Jewish living. The
schools give an opportunity for a full
school day that includes occasions for
observance
of mz.fzvo/,
rituals,
opportunities for Jzedczfrczfe, charity,

DO
DAYSCHOOLS
CREATE NEW

GHETTOES?
Michael Shire

Jewish

primary

schools,

THE promoted
ADVENT
OF NEW
by members
of the
Progressive and Masorti Movements,
will provide an improved quality of
Jewish education and a supportive
Jewish environment in which our
young learn the values of a Jewish life
in modern Britain. Despite the
establishment of three such primary
schools - Akiva, Clore Shalom and
Clore Tikva -and plans for four more,
questions still remain about the reason
we need Jewish primary schools, what
makes a school Progressive, what is
the role of pluralism in these schools?
And what impact will this revolution
in Progressive Jewish education have
on synagogue religion schools and
ultimately synagogue membership?

2

a.nd g 'milut hasadim, social a,ction, as
well as engagement in fe¢/cz, prayer
and /cz/773#d rorczfe, the study of Jewish

texts. Why should parents who desire
a Jewish primary school education
only have the option of an Orthodox
education and why should we continue
to allow the scandal of one sector of
the community disbarring some of our
Jewish children from a Jewish
education? These schools offer parents
a choice within Progressive Judaism
to enhance their child's Jewish
education in a full time setting.
The second thrust pushes parents
away from local schools in their quest
for a better standard of education than
can be gained in the nearest county
school. Though the Progressive
Movements have always advocated a
multicultural approach to raising our
children and continue to work for
excellence in education for all, parents
still wish the best for their children.
This has resulted in children being
placed in private schools or even in
Orthodox Jewish schools. Since this
drive is continuing and growing in
numbers, it behoves us to provide a
choice for these parents. They need a
chance to send their children to an
excellent school reaching high
academic standards but with a Jewish
ethos that is Progressive. In creating
Jewish schools within the state system,
we open doors to all who wish to
intensify Jewish leaming without any
financial requirements and most
importantly for all abilities, gifted or
with special needs which is a
fundamental issue for the State as it
must be for an egalitarian Judaism.
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democracy and egalitarianism.
Pluralism is a modem temi coined to
express the view that reality is made up
of competing truths and no single view
can encompass these for every person.
Since Progressive Judaism values
autonomy,
democracy
and
universalism, it is by its very nature
pluralist. It values other responsible and
ethical ideologies and religions and

demonstrates this through its interfaith
and humanist work. Progressive
Judaism also values differences in
Jewish practice and belief. For
Progressive Jews, Orthodox and
Masorti Judaism are equally valid
expressions of Jewish life even if we
must disagree with some aspects of
them. Reform, Liberal and Masorti
Judaism share their passion for the
authentic expression of the plurality of
Judaism. They all recognise that variety
in Jewish life is to be acknowledged
and celebrated. New schools devoted
to this principle are thus experiments
in the future of Jewish life.
These schools are also seen as

Lighting the Chanukkch candles : Clore Tilrva School.

The third thrust comes from a vision.
Two views of the purpose of schooling
currently prevail. One sees schools as a
training ground for behaviour, work
and for a way to adapt to society. The
other views schooling as a platonic
playground
encouraging
critical
thinking and reasoned debate so that
eventually society will be changed by
the enlightenment of a new generation.
Can these new Jewish schools provide
an ethos and vision that promotes
hamony and encourages diversity in
Anglo-Jewish life? That objective has
resulted in the promotion of pluralism
in these schools. This invites families
from across the Jewish divide to join
together in educating their children and
themselves and to respect the
difference between them whether they
be Orthodox, Reform, Liberal, Masorti
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or unaffiliated. This inclusive approach
will hopefully advance pluralism in our
community. But how that will play
itself out in the life of such schools is
still to be fully determined.
For pluralism, while an important
value, is not the over-riding principle
of a modem Judaism. The last two
centuries of change in Jewish life have
brought a number of new doctrines
including the hulnan authorship of the
Written and Oral Torah, an emphasis
on universal social values and ethics as
espoused by the Hebrew prophets, the
use of reason in determining Jewish

practice, and the evolving nature of
Jewish law and custom. Progressive
Judaism as an ideology combining
tradition with modemity also embraces
certain modernist values including
autonomy in decision making,

magnets to attract marginalised
members of the Jewish community who
would not want to be involved in the
life of a synagogue. Here, Jews,
whatever their Jewish status or
affiliation, including those with one
non-Jewish parent and those not
affiliated to synagogues, are welcome.
In this way these schools add to the
Jewish community those who may be
on the periphery, the marginalised thus
contribute to the Jewish Community's
future. This approach has been termed
` invitational ' and indicates that we seek
to invite all those interested in and
committed to this open vision of the
Jewish comlnunity. All are invited to

participate in the Jewish community,
even those who might not have been
able or motivated to do so in the past.
Through this our schools can provide
the outreach that Progressive Judaism
wishes to promote in the Jewish
community. The school does not just
see its aim to educate the children but
to provide parents with the wherewithal
to be the primary providers of a Jewish
leaning environment at home.
But what are the characteristics of
such Progressive/pluralist/invitational
Continued on next page

:.'.,...;.

Nursery children with teacher Helen: Clore TiJrva.
schools? A graduate of the school will
have an understanding of what it is to
be British and Jewish. This will enable
them to play their part in the multicultural society while grounded in their
own identity. An emphasis on
educating for ethnicity in the early
years is crucial in securing a distinct
identity as a minority in a majority
culture. They will be knowledgeable,

proud of their heritage and familiar
with Jewish texts and with what that
heritage has to offer to the larger
society. A graduate of the school will
be able to value a religious outlook on
life that draws on God's healing
presence, while seeking an intellectual
affirmation of the meaning of life in a
purposeful world. They will be
experienced in Jewish ritual and
practice across the religious spectrum,
comfortable in all Jewish settings and
proficient
leaders
in
Jewish
congregations and homes. They will
have been taught to nurture the inner
life and value expressions of Jewish
music, practice and ritual. They will
have participated in the life of the
synagogue as well as service to the
elderly, the homeless, disadvantaged
and oppressed. To identify as part of a
chain of tradition of the Jewish people
and be a new link in that chain.
They will have an exciting, powerful
vision of what it is to be a Jew. The
teaching about and from other religions
marks the open attitude of these schools
to a multi-faith society.
The teachers are drawn from
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members of congregations and are
qualified teachers, teaching the
National Curriculum as well as Jewish
studies. These teachers, will be role
models for our pupils and offer a new
cadre of leadership for our Jewish
community. They will provide a
coherent ethos to the teaching in the
school as they model a Progressive/

pluralist Jewish approach in their own
Jewish lives.
The curricula of the schools will

promote a broad and balanced
approach to the National Curriculum
as a sound basis for establishing
literacy and numeracy as well as
geography, science and history. An
integrated approach to Jewish studies
allows connections to be made to the
topics of the National Curriculum,
thus
demonstrating
the
equal
importance of secular and Jewish
studies in the leaming at the school.
This integration assumes that the
teaching of modem secular knowledge
is compatible with the skills and
knowledge of a religious heritage. For
example, Moses Montefiore is taught
alongside the Victorians and Roman
history enables teachers to introduce
the rabbinic literature of the Roman
period. A study of local communities
can be accomplished in Borehamwood
as well as in the Galil, especially these
days through the Internet.
But there are those components of
the Jewish curriculum that do not
easily integrate into a secular school
curriculum. One of these is the study

of ancient texts in a non-linear and a
historical framework such as the study
of 77zz.cJrczsfe or the use of liturgy for the

puapose of praying in the classroom or
assembly. They will have a feel for
Hebrew both as a language and a part
of our religious heritage that defines
our liturgy and the way we speak to
God. In these cases, separate curricula
apply with a slight increase in hours to
accommodate this component. But all
such teaching contributes to critical
thinking skills and creative expression
and so promotes full human growth.
The emphasis on ethical principles
enhances the moral and faith
development of the pupils in these
schools.

A network of seven such primary
schools would draw over 2,500 pupils
with over 250 teaching staff. Though

perhaps only a percentage would come
from Progressive families, this
development would have a major
impact on the nearest religion schools
as well as potential future membership
of synagogues. Whether parents will
continue to send their children to
synagogue classes when they are
enrolled in a Progressive Jewish
school is yet to be determined, though
a strong case for making the
synagogue a child's third home can be
made. But synagogues will have to
confront the challenge of a more
knowledgable and motivated student
population. This gives them a golden
opportunity to enrich their educational

programming, with intergenerational
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family learning supplying the
comprehensive religious community
that the school does not offer. Rather
than seeing the primary school as a
threat to the future of the synagogue,
the opportunities to provide for a highly
motivated and committed Jewish
population are there to be grasped.
Families with children in Jewish

primary schools are notorious for
wanting more Judaism not less.
The Jewish primary school is not,
therefore, antithetical to Progressive
Judaism as some have suggested.
Rather does it combine the confidence
of a skilled and knowledgable Jew with
commitment to a multi-cultural, multifaith society. Progressive/pluralist
Jewish schools offer an intensive

Jewish leaning environment, fulfil
Progressive Judiasm's commitment to
outreach and inclusivity, offer a
foundation in positive Jewish identity
and a commitment to living in a
multicultural society .
RABBI DR. NICHAEL J SHIRE I.a Dz.recfor o/
the centre for Jewish Education with a phD from
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secular Jewry, not organisations which
combined secular Judaism with a
social e.g. Bundist or political Zionist

programme - they never stopped
growing in numbers to this day.
I have no doubt in my mind that
were there to be a proj7er census of
British Jewry, like one being prepared
now for American Jewry, the statistics
would be similar. The UK is even
more secular than the USA. Therefore,
I would not be surprised if in a proper
census of uK Jews we would find this
strong secularity reflected.
One needs also to look at the
difference in the characteristics and
development of secular Judaism
between Israel and the Diaspora. Israel
has a clearly definable secular
community, at least in the political
and educational realm. Also the

question of continuity, how to pass on
the culture, history,
literature,
celebration of certain festivals,
continuity of certain rituals, is not a

WE HAVE THE
NUMBERS BUT NOT YET - THE CLOUT

problem in Israel. Israel is building up
a national Jewish culture. The Israeli
calendar is Jewish, the streets in most
cities are named after important
cultural/political/religious figures, the
Jewish festivals are observed, not
necessarily in a religious sense, the
"who is a Jew" issue is less

problematical when one has an Israeli
passport.
Israelis,
unlike
their
Diaspora fellow Jews, will go to
worship in a synagogue primarily for

Felix Posen

T

HE WORD SECULAR HAS
negative overtones in English.
In Hebrew it is pejorative in

that Cfez./o#z. means unholy. In other

countries it creates varying responses.
To say simply that it refers to Jews
who lead a #o#-fecz/cz4fez.c life would

include more than 90 percent of our
people. To define secular in terms of
a belief or not in a deity will not work
because there are those who believe
in a personal God or a transcendent
power as Spinoza or Buber did and
those who call themselves either
agnostic or atheist.
For the purpose of this article, I
define this group as follows:

A secular/cultural/humanistic
Jew believes that Judaism is the
historic culture of the Jewish
people, that human power is the
only significant power for the
solving of human problems, and
that the study and celebration of
the Jewish experience is a source of
meaning and moral inspiration.
This definition allows for believers
and non-believers, other than those
who believe there is a God able to

intervene directly in human affairs.
It is estimated that if one were to
assign percentages to the main Jewish
streams worldwide, it would yield:
Orthodox, true sfeo772rez. 77ez./zi;oJ 4%,

Conservative/Masorti 12%, Reform/
Liberal 15/18%, Reconstructionists
less than 1%. This leaves the vast
majority of our people in the secular
category.
The paradoxical phenomena is that
this vast majority has the least
leadership - none in the UK - least
congregations in various part of the
world, about 35 in the USA with about
50,000 members, only one newly
created seminary and hardly any
schools in the Diaspora. By contrast,
in Israel the non-religious school
system is substantially larger than the
religious school system.
The spontaneous appearance of
seculars both Christian and Jews is
tied in with the development of the
enlightenment in western Europe.
Despite, or perhaps because of the fact
that
there
was
never
any
proselytisation,

leaders

or

organisation - secular Jewry qua

prayer rather than use it as a place to
go for social and other non-religious
reasons. The school systems assure the
regular study of the Bible and Jewish
history.
Jewish
children
are
automatically drawn into participating
in most of the Jewish festivals. Purim
is like a national costume festival for
the whole Israeli child population religious and secular alike.
The new development in secular
Judaism are therefore taking place
mainly in Israel. It is the only country
in the world where the teaching of
rcz7iczcfe is mandatory throughout high
school, where there is a Ministry of
Education which supports all kinds of
education and where there is a strong
desire among many teachers and
intellectuals to take the rein of secular
Jewish education into their own hands.
It also has a great concentration of
educational and academic expertise in
Judaica, notably tiny as it is in the UK.
Whilst it is easy to understand that
one would not ask an orthodox
educator to write a curriculum for a
refomi school or vice versa, so it must
be equally obvious that the seculars
need to start developing their own
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In Israel two colleges have been set ap
to teach students and teachers
how to study Judaism as a culture,
which inchades religion. The colleges instil
in their students a love and respect
f;or the richness , i'elevance and inspircdion
Of Judaism as a culture.
culTicula in order to teach Judaism as
a culture. This is now happening in
Israel and there are beginnings also in
the USA. To the best of my knowledge
no such activity is contemplated so far
in the UK where there is still the
anachronistic canopy of a so-called
central authority which does not even
acknowledge the need for pluralism.
In Israel two colleges have been set
up to teach students and teachers how
to study Judaism as a culture, which
includes religion. The colleges instil
in their students a love and respect for
the richness, relevance and inspiration
of Judaism as a culture. There already
is in-service teacher training for
teachers in 30 schools throughout
Israel. This programme will expand
very rapidly as the demand is rising
quickly.
There will be courses available for
BA and MA degrees in this field.
Books and articles on these subjects,
including the writings of new curricula
are in preparation. Websites are also
being created and due to appear this

year - both in Israel and the USA.
Communal secular activities have even
been filmed live on Israeli TV. The
Alma Hebrew College has for two
yea;rs g:Iven a. Tikkun Leil Shavuot
seen, according to the ratings, by
50,000 Israeli viewers from 10.00pm
through to 4.00am. This was Talmudic
and other leaning at the highest level
on essentially secular subjects.
New articles and books have been
and are being published on the way to
celebrate festivals and rites of passage
such as Bczr and Bcz£ A4z.zzvczfe in a

secular manner. A 300-plus secular
congregation in Brussels has just
celebrated its 40th anniversary. It is a
bustling community with a multimillion pound community Centre,
schools and practitioners to lead
schools, kabbalat Shabbat festivities,
weddings, burials. This Centre also
receives financial help from the
government, and is given TV and
radio time in Belgium.
Articles and books, written by
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leading Israeli and occasionally
American intellectuals, authors and
journalists are being published, both
in Jvrz.I and English and are

particularly aimed at the pluralistic
and secular portion of our people. A
new lexicon of Judaism as a Culture is
being contemplated. .\n even more
massive project of an anthology and
an annotated bibliography of Judaism
as a Culture is being planned.
Again, it seems there is not yet a
market for this in the UK. Why should
the
well
known
Anglo-Jewish
philistinism not also show through in
the secular spectrum? Very few of the
secular Jewish titles offered at Jewish
Book Week had takers. With the

paucity of academics in Judaica in the
UK how can one contemplate a
meaningful involvement from the UK
in the above projects?
How many British Jews would be
interested to learn about Judaism as a
culture? How does one define "Jewish
Culture"? How does one teach it?
There are answers to all these
questions but it would take another
substantial article to spell them out.
But I am happy to report that a major
book on this very subject will be
published this year in Israel, both in
Jt;rz.f and English. The author is
Professor Malkin - the same
gentleman whose pamphlet "Wfeczf cZo
Secular Jews Believe" ±s be±r\g

distributed to hundreds of Israeli nonreligious Jews. It also had quite a few
takers at Limmud and Jewish Book
Week.
Can secular Jews have faiths and
beliefs? You bet. To whet your
appetite, some of the most common
beliefs of the majority of secular Jews
include:

Freedom to choose the ways of
realising one's Jewishness.

Belief in God as the literary hero of
the Torah and other classic Jewish
works.

Belief in the Bible as a literary and
historical anthology.

Belief in Humanism and the dignity
of man, democracy and pluralism.
Belief in the openness to other
cultures and that Judaism is part of
world culture.

Belief in Jewish Holyday celebration
and the uniqueness of the Jews as a
nation.

Belief in Jewish education.

The rest needs to await another
article - or better yet, read Malkin's
booklet.
Assuming that the religious/secular
distribution among British Jews is not

much different from other major
centres throughout the world, there are
certain characteristics which at least
for the time being will make any
development of the secular Jewish field
slower in the UK than in other main
Jewish centres.

UK Jews, other than the very
religious, identify their Jewishness
primarily by giving money to Israel. It
is well known that they give
generously to Israel and far more
generously to Israeli educational
institutions - universities and colleges
- than they do to UK educational
institutions. The primary focus of
Jewish charitable donations in the UK
is towards social services in the health

sector - which works very well - and
to building ever more rcJz.gz.oz{s, be it

orthodox/masorti/reform, primary
schools to turn out more people
practising, or not, paediatric Judaism.
It is inconceivable for secular Judaism
to develop without a strong and
sophisticated multi-layered Jewish
educational system.
Secular Jews, practically by
definition, need education of a
different kind to develop a
transmissible secular Jewish culture.
This needs to be done particularly at
high school and university level. In
the UK there are no such schools and
there are only two universities in the
UK, Oxford and London, which offer
BA/MA/PhD degrees in Judaica. In
North America there are more than
350 such institutions. Even Germany
today produces more BA/MA/PhD
graduates in Judaica than the UK.
I have no doubt that if the models
being built in Israel and North
America succeed, UK Jewry will
follow suit. In the meantime life will
continue pleasantly as usual .
FELLX POSEIN was born in Berlin and has
lived and worked in both America and Britain.
He is a Governor Of the Oxford Centre, a
Governor Of the Hebrew University, Chairman
Of the Jerusalem Fellciws and Vice-Chairman of
the Mendel Institute, Jerusalem.
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MUST WE CAMPAIGN FOR

COIWERTS?
It is rare for IVIA:"INA. to devote so much space to the sc[me subject. But

our attitudes to conversion, out-marriAIge and dwindling numbers are high
on tJ.e world-wide Jewish agenda. That is why we look at this whole

urgent subject from two angles. The first reflects upon a scheme floated in
the United States for a major missionising campaign, descri:bed in our last

issue by Dana Even Kaplan. In the second Rabbi Jonathan Romaln and
t]uree people who converted to Judaism through progressive Synagogues i,n

Britain hightight the strengths and weaknesses Of our procedrres.

flexibility and do-it-yourself secular
celebrations
witness
the
millennium - which bring us in
harmony with the global village.
What about God? Does God care

whether I am a Jew or Christian,
Muslim or Hindu so long as I am an
all-encompassing decent human
being?
Against that, there are good
reasons why people want to convert
to Judaism - progressive Judaism in
particular. There is a certain
austerity about our faith. You step
into a spiritual world where there is

TEACH

just God and the individual - no

Alexandra Wright
want

to

convert

to

Judaism? There
is no need
WHY WOULD
ANYONE

for non-Jews to convert to gain
eternal blessedness, for the righteous
of all nations have a share in the
world to come. And why should an
individual subject him or herself to
a framework of ethical and ritual
laws and observances when the age
of moral relativism offers far greater

intermediaries, no `persons' of God.
God addresses you, and you can
choose to respond. You engage in a
search, and behold - the Holy One.
Many proselytes are attracted to that
simplicity of faith which allows
them a degree of credal freedom.
The paradigms of human response to

God are many - Adam and Eve
hiding in the Garden, Abraham
arguing with the `Judge of all the
world', Jacob bargaining, Moses
interceding, the Psalmist praising or
shaking an angry fist at God's
injustice. God is both transcendent
and immanent, compassionate and
just, near and far, mysterious and

unequivocal.

From this faith emerge timeless
moral values enshrined in the rorczfe

and the prophets - the `humble and
contrite heart' that defends the right
of the weak and disadvantaged,
advocates justice, values each
person as created in the image of
God and cares for the smallest
creature of the universe and every
fibre of the natural world.
The rituals and observances of
Jewish life provide stages in the
journey of a life. And they also help
us to see that we are part of a
community, with a history and
shared destiny, and somewhere in
the present, we learn that we belong.
It is this sense of belonging that
many proselytes seek when they join
the Jewish community. Most young
people
today
who
join
our
communities do not `convert'. They
have not been brought up within any
particular faith community. The
change, if any, is from secular
materialism to religious idealism.
This last point is important in
consideriiig a mass conversion
programme. I would not wish to
entice away those whose destinies
lie in other religious communities.
Nor would it be desirable for
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desirable in the United States, we also
have a spirituality that does not require
anyone to check their brains at the
door. It would be ungenerous - and

progressive Jews to become the
`evangelical' wing of Judaism
`compassing sea and land to make
one proselyte'. But to open our arms,
welcome proselytes, encourage,
educate, offer special consideration
to them and help them to see that
Judaism has something of immense
value to offer to them as individuals
and to society - surely that can only
help to increase our sense of pride
and esteem in our religion? We tend
to forget that rabbinic literature, on
the whole, is overwhelmingly

positive about proselytes - from the
image of God awaiting new arrivals
to `come under his wings' (Ivi/mbers
jzczbbczfe

possibly even #7!i4772erz.ccz73 - to keep

this to ourselves. The momentum has

AMBIVALENCE

Janet Burden

10.1) to the dictum that

acknowledges the preciousness of
proselytes (jIffffe Rczbbczfe 3.5) and

version campaign described

their special relationship to God

THE by PROACTIVE
Dana Evar KaplanCONis a

(Mishnat R. Eliezer).
What would be the consequences?
Institutes of adult learning that offer
a full programme for proselytes in
Hebrew and Judaism. Mobilisation
of a community's membership so
that proselytes are fully welcomed,
integrated and cared for. The
certainty that our communities
would indeed welcome proselytes,
not with the prejudice that is
sometimes in evidence - `well, of
course, they're not recz//)/ Jewish' as though there is such a thing as
Jewish blood. Rabbis who are
trained to encourage the enquirer

wholly predictable development with
American Jewry. I would take his

predication further and assert with
some confidence that the idea will find
support there well beyond the Reform
movement, ultimately excluding only
the most extreme of the religious right.
But I was disappointed that Rabbi
Kaplan did not provide us with a
sustained critique of this new social

gently rather than repel them. A Bef%
Dz.# that can cope with greater

Phenomenon from any consistent
viewpoint. Too much of the article
was taken up by a plea for an historical
overview
of attitudes
towards
conversion which, however laudable,
would shed little light on the current
development. He fails to recognise
that historical precedents are not

numbers. Enough 77to%czJz.772 with the

necessarily "roots".

koach to perform adult brit milah.
And stronger, more spiritually aware
and Jewishly literate communities.
Until we educate our own members
and draw them into our communities
so that they feel secure in their
Jewish practice and knowledge, we
cannot expect them to welcome
newcomers who will end up knowing
more and keeping more than they
and their families. When that
happens, then show me the

Rabbi Kaplan needs to remember
the American context and think
"wide" rather than "deep". The

programme how to attract greater
numbers into the fold. I will go on
gently encouraging and even go out
of my way to plant the idea in the
occasional heart. But for now, I am
more concerned about our own
members' lack of Jewish literacy,
rejection of faith and understanding
of Judaism. Give me the tonic that
re-invigorates the body from the
inside, and the rest will follow I
RABBI ALEXANDRA WRIGHT I.a coChair of the Assembly Of Rabbis of the Reform

Synagogues of Great Britain and rabbi of
Radlett and Bushey Roform Synagogue.
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grown and the time is now ripe for a
full outreach programme.
Not so here in Britain. Frankly, all
segments of the community are far too
ambivalent about converts for any
similar campaign to take root at the
present time. Sadly, the racial
understanding of Jewish identity largely the legacy of the Nazis - has
never really been uprooted in Europe.
Not only does this make it difficult for
many British Jews to understand the
content of a convert's Jewish identity,
it makes it impossible to rethink one's
own. A great deal of education work
remains to be done in this area, which
would benefit both born Jews and
Jews-by-choice. If the pro-active
conversion campaign causes us to
explore new models of identifying
Jewishly, it will have indeed been a
good thing - whether we ultimately
adopt its approach or not.
Fortunately, the vast majority of
progressive rabbis I have met are equal
to this task, despite the reluctance of a
few. Most are also wise enough to
avoid the extremes that will typify the
rest of world Jewry - backlash and
bandwagon. I hope we will see neither

here I
JANET BURDEN wczs borH I.# /Ae U#].fed

States and is studying for the rabbinate at Leo
Baeck College.

Jewish-American identity was forged
in the unprecedented condition of
being merely one of many minority
immigrant groups. As Amold Eisen
otoseIved .rri `The Chosen People in
4772e7~z.ccz ', Americans from a host of

backgrounds came to understand
themselves collectively as the new
"chosen people", and there was a
corresponding relaxation

of our

particular claims to that title. We lost

much of our suspicion of "the other" and some of our identity that was
constructed on our own "othemess".
This created an opportunity for radical
rethinking which has flourished in the
US particularly since the 1970s, when
the melting pot began to give way to
multiculturalism.

Jewish America has begun to
rediscover that, as a people, we are
"on to a good thing". Not only do we
have strong ethical values and a rich
cultural tradition, but particularly

LIGHT TO NATIONS

Richard Harries
comment on how Jews should

IWOULD
TO
respond NOT
to the PRESUME
appeal for a more
missionary minded Judaism. I offer
reflections as an observer of the
Conti.nued on next page

religious scene and as a Christian.

In the Roman Empire there were
clearly those who were attracted by the
ethical monotheism of Judaism but who
were not able to become Jews, or could
do so only with extreme difficulty. Such
people, Godfearers, could become
loosely attached to the life of a
synagogue. Sometimes they even
helped to support it, as a centurion is
reported to have done in fz/kc 7: 4. Not
surprisingly it is from amongst such
people that the early church made
converts. If one reflects on the
astonishing fact that within 300 years
this tiny sect of Judaism had won over
the heart and mind of the Roman world,
two religious factors stand out. One is
the affinity of Christianity with the
mystery religions, which were meeting
some of the deeper religious needs of
people. The other is that the old Roman
gods had gone dead and people were
ready for a monotheistic faith.
During the 19th century there was a
spiritual home for monotheists who
could not go along with the claims of
the church about Jesus Christ in
Unitariarism. It was in this milieu, for
example, that T S Eliot was brought up.
Now Unitarianism, in this country
anyway, has virtually died out. The
Quakers, who might offer a spiritual
home, admirable though they are, have
a distinctive approach which clearly
appeals to some but not many.
So looking at people' s spiritual needs
I see a category of people who are
natural monotheists and who simply
cannot believe Christian claims about
Jesus but who would love to have a
spiritual home. Whilst new age
religions offer some spiritual insights,
Judaism offers a tradition, a way of
believing and behaving that has been
tried and tested for nearly 4000 years.
What a new missionary minded
approach would mean for Judaism is a
reclaiming of certain key texts which
for the last 2000 years have been
appropriated by Christians. I am

to the whole earth. But those words
were and are addressed in the first
instance to the Jewish people. For very
understandable reasons Judaism has
long contented itself with the idea that
there is a special vocation for Jews and
a Noachide covenant with the rest of
humanity. According to this view all
that is required of Gentiles is that they
observe the basic moral laws and live
by the light with them. Judaism has a
higher vocation but one confined to
itself. But it is difficult to find this view
in the Hebrew scriptures. There the
vocation of the people of Israel is a
more ambitious one:
It is too slight a task for you, as my
servant,
to restore the tribes of Jacob,
to bring back the descendants of
Israel:

I will make you a light to the
nations,
to be my salvation to earth' s

fchest bounds
(Isaiah 49. 6)1
TIIE RT. REVEREND RICIIARD HARRIES
I)D. FKc, FF(sL is Bishop of Oxfiord and Chair of
the Couiicil Of Christians and Jews.

START WITH
OUR EXTREMISTS

Alan Tyler

referring for example to Jsczz.czfe 42:6 :

I, the Lord, have called you with
righteous purpose
and taken you by the hand;
I have formed you, and appointed
you
to be a light to all peoples,
a beacon for the nations
to open eyes that are blind,
to bring captives out of prison
out of the dungeons where they lie
in darkness.
Christians have made this and many
texts like it their own. We have seen it
as our vocation to bring the light and
the knowledge of the good news of God
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AI;cop:#l:nnonllf:¥:t:dFta:h;
connection with the birth of Jesus and this in a reputedly Christian
country. With such profound religious
ignorance,
just
what
sort
of
missionaries are Jews supposed to
field? Are we to have competing
teams from the Orthodox and the
Progressives, assuming that the United
and Lubavich can agree and that we
can find a doctrine and prayerbook
capable of being shared by Masorti,
Reform and Liberal? As we Progressives

cannot agree on these matters, how
could we offer converts what we cannot
even offer our own members, let alone
other brands of Jews?
Hopefully we can all agree on the
basic Jewish belief in one omnipotent
and indivisible God to whom we all
owe allegiance. Then comes the
divergence. The minutiae of frczsferi£Z

are enough to discourage most
potential coverts - scrapping that and
circumcision gave Paul his lead over
us among the Gentiles. The inherent
male bias surviving in Judaism from
millennia ago, as shown in the czgw7®cz/7
and 777cz77?zcr rules and many other

facets of historic Judaism is not
acceptable to all our branches. We
cannot offer these to others.
I would love to see more Jews and
more morally observant Jews. The
respect gained among many Gentiles
by such of our leaders as the late
Rabbis Hugo Gryn and Immanuel
Jakobovits shows that there are

prospects, but they would have gravely
damaged community relations if they
had actively preached conversion.
Maybe it is different in the United
States. I happen to be Chairman of my
local branch of the Council of
Christians and Jews, which proudly
states that it is not a missionary
organisation. It would be killed stone
dead if we Jews adopted a conversion

policy when the present Archbishop of
Canterbury declined to take up his
traditional presidency of the Church's
Mission to the Jews.
If only we could convert our own
lost sheep, how much better the world
would be, instead of trying to entice
those of other religions. All true
religions worship a form of God and
try to guide their followers to lead
better lives, but I cannot see one, not
even
Judaism,
that
has
been
conspicuously successful despite our
having the simplest and most robust
belief in
the
individual
being
responsible directly to God, with no
intermediary.
We should be more welcoming to
potential
and
actual
converts,
especially those wanting to marry into
our faith, since the Orthodox in

particular are more likely to destroy
potential Jewish families than gain
them.
We are no longer in Roman times
when we were proselytising among the
followers of a host of gods headed by
Jupiter or Zeus whose examples were
notably immoral and selfish. We
would, however, be doing a service if
we could all convert the ultrafundamentalists in our religions and
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eradicate their intolerance of others.
But who will convert our own
extremists?
The old saying `Physician heal
thyself' must be faced by all religious
before they try to convert anyone else .
A.LA.IN TYLE:R had a distinguished naval
career before joining the family textile exporting
business. He is a inember of wimbledon Rof:orm
Synagogue.

both Christians and others and a
corresponding increase in interest in
Judaism. Yet interest in Judaism is not
Tobin's goal. He clearly would not be
satisfied by the important outreach
programmes organised by the
Progressive movements, notably under
the leadership of Rabbi Jonathan
Romain. Tobin demands nothing less
than assertive proselytism, something
we Jews find abhorrent in Christian
missionary campaigns.
Yet, are such demands appropriate?
The Jewish understanding of mission is
classically expressed in the Bible:

Behold, my servant, whom I
uphold;
Mine elect, in whom my soul

OPENARMS

delights;

I have put my spirit upon him,
He shall bring forth judgement to

Peter Levy

the nations...

START WITH OUR
LAGGARDS

Edward Kessler

I the Lord have called you in
righteousness,
And have taken hold of your hand,
And kept you and set you for a
covenant of the people,
To be a light to the nations,
To open the eyes of the blind,
To bring out prisoners from the
dungeon,
And those who sit in darkness

people but in order that God's name
be blessed. God does not force the
people, which God chooses and calls

even if they happen to be fecz/czkfez.c/)/

czmz., my people. Rather, something is

Jewish. It is a short-sighted and
unsupportable stance to take, for a
Movement
which purports
so
strongly to represent tolerance and
mutual respect of other faiths and

outside the prison. (Jsc!j.czfe 42)

a dynamic Jewish mission-

campaignCALL
is not FOR
new.
GARYary
TOBIN'S

Many of the founders of Progressive
Judaism made similar appeals as the
following passage written by Claude
Montefiore illustrates:
`If Jews truly desire that Judaism
or the foundation doctrines of
Judaism, should sooner rather than
later,
become
the
spiritual
possession of the world, they ought
to go forth to the "heathen" rather
than sit still and expect the
"heathen" to come to them and
leam. '
Tobin, like Montefiore, clearly

admires the concept of Christian
mission, which is central to the
Christian faith - the legacy of the
command found in A4cz#%en/ 28: 19 to

"go therefore and make disciples of all

nations". Yet, such an understanding
of mission has not been a feature of
Judaism for perhaps 2000 years, and
certainly not after Christianity became
the religion of the Roman Empire in
the 4th century CE when conversion to
Judaism was legally restricted and
eventually forbidden.
After the Emancipation it was easier
for Christians to convert to Judaism
and more recent times have witnessed
an increase in the number of converts,
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an aggressive conversion campaign
for Jewish revival, there is no doubt
that a more open, sympathetic and
positive policy, particularly towards
those couples in mixed marriages
and to their children, is long
overdue. The present attitude in
most Reform synagogues to nonJewish partners in such marriages
can have the effect of alienating
them from the community and, even
more importantly, of alienating their
Jewish partner from Judaism and
their Jewish roots. This can have a
similar effect upon their children,

These verses indicate that mission
is understood in terms of "being a light
to the nations" rather than a `converter
of the nations'. Israel is not chosen out
of arbitrary preference for a particular

sought in return, and as a result, God
and the people of God are like partners
in a relationship. Israel is, therefore,
expected to respond to the position of
being the people of God. In traditional
terms, this means being faithful to
rorczfe. In my view, Progressive Jews
should focus more on how this can be
achieved and how it can add meaning
to Jewish lives. This should be the

priority of our rabbis and leaders - not
the launching of a drive for converts.
If people wish to convert to Judaism,
let us welcome them with open arms.
If they are interested in leaning about
Judaism, let us teach them with
enthusiasm. Yet, our primary mission
as Jews brings responsibility and
suggests that our obligations should be
directed
towards
God
rather
than towards bringing others into

Judaism I
EDWARD KESSLER I.s' frfee dz.rec/o7- o/ ffee
Ceritre f;or Jewish-Christian Relations in Jesus

Lane, Cambridge.

beliefs.
Conversion in such cases will only
be possible and indeed probable if

the whole family is made to feel
welcome and comfortable and able
to play their full part in the religious
and communal life that surrounds
the synagogue.
It is essential that everyone is able
to enjoy and t`o participate in all
those significant family life events
such a Z7rz.J mz./czfe, baby blessings,

bczr/bczf mz.fzvczfes and weddings that

mean so much. We must be fully
prepared to accept non-Jewish
partners of these marriages as
members of our synagogues so that
this is possible, whilst at the same
time encouraging them to learn and
understand what it means to be
Contirmed on next page
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Jewish and to be part of the
community. There is, therefore, a
need to be more flexible and less
dogmatic in our approach to
conversion if we are to stand any
chance of strengthening Jewish
identity and creating hope for Jewish
continuity and survival in this
community.
In my experience those who have
made a conscious decision and a
serious effort to convert to Judaism
often become amongst the most
committed Jews and can, and do,
influence their families positively
even if there has been conflict or
disagreement in so doing.
Those of other faiths who have a
genuine desire to convert to Judaism,
for whatever reason, and are prepared
to undertake the required course of
instruction, to study and to meet the
necessary
criteria,
should
be
positively encouraged, without the
need to create a mass evangelical
campaign to do so.
Jewish survival is the concern and
responsibility of all Jews and we are
all painfully aware that there is no
single magic formula to make it
happen.
The
active
promotion
and
development of Jewish culture and
tradition, Jewish education and
religion are some of the means which
are employed in pursuing this. But an
open, pragmatic and sympathetic
approach to conversion and a greater
understanding of Jewish family
values can play a critical role in
revitalising what is an aging and
rapidly declining community.
As we are experiencing ever
increasing assimilation, moving into
the 21st century and living as we do
in England in a multi-ethnic, liberal
and multi-cultural society, with all
the difficulties this creates, it is time
that we faced up to the facts which
affect our lives and those of our
children every day, of retaining and
reinforcing our Jewish culture and
heritage and ensuring its continuity
into the following generations.
We cannot deny that the problem
exists and it requires both courage
and vision to reach out and to offer a
welcoming hand to those who wish to
join us rather than a closed door. The
movement has not avoided such hard
and controversial issues in the past
and I trust it will not now lose its
nerve on an issue of such fundamental
importance which touches us all I
PETER LH:VY was the founding Chairman Of
the Manor House Trust and Ahirya School. He
is an Honorary Vice~President Of RSGB.
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THE RABBI'S VIEW:

had gotten", Rashi tells us approvingly
that this refers to the converts he had
made.
Even more significant is the Book
o/ Rz{ffe. Not only has her ringing
declaration - ``Your people shall be
my people, your God my God" become a signal to countless others
that it is possible to join Judaism, but
she went on to become the great

grandmother of David, from whose
line the messiah will arise. What

greater endorsement of the value of
converts can there be than becoming

HOWARE

NIHANDLING
CONVERSION
RIGHT NOW?

Jonathan Romain
is greeted with delight. In
ACONVERT
CHRISTIANITY
JudaismTO
it is
a very different
story. Rabbis tend to be much busier
turning down requests for conversion
and see them as an unwanted
intrusion.
At worst, this is justified by an
element of superiority that borders on
racism, with modern whispers that
"converts can never be fully Jewish",

while Rabbi Helbo was downright
insulting
in
Talmudic
times:
"Proselytes are as difficult for Israel as
leprosy" (ycvcz;7io£ 47b).

At best, the objections are based on
a need to prove the sincerity of
applicants, so that they reach the
highest ideals of Judaism. Despite the
high number of born-Jews who are
non-practising, it is felt that anyone
who elects to become Jewish should
emulate the most dedicated of us.
This is accompanied by the
automatic assumption that anyone who
is engaged to a Jewish partner cannot
possibly be sincere. But why should
coming into contact with Judaism
through the Jewish family life of a
fianc6/e be any less worthy than being
introduced to it through a book in the
library that someone single picked up?
Despite the negative position so
often taken with regard to conversion
today, traditional Jewish sources are
often much more positive. When
Genesis 12:5 declares that Abraham
left Haran with "all the souls that they

part of the messianic process?
The need and value of converts is
even greater today. With an
outmarriage rate of 44%, many non~
Jews married to Jews might be
amongst the first to convert and would
therefore help keep born-Jews Jewish
and preserve the next generation.
Moreover, the numerical decline in
Jewry through assimilation could be
reversed by the addition of new souls
that modern Abrahams make in
London, Manchester and elsewhere.
Standards need not be lowered.
Sincerity and knowledge will remain
prerequisites. What should change is
the way in which we apply them. We
should abandon the traditional
response of rejecting an enquirer three
times to test their resolve. Why teach

people we do not mean what we say,
and why slap good people in the face
three times and then expect them to
come back? Why send applicants away
"to think about things for six months"

when many have nurtured the idea for
years before summoning up the
courage to approach us? We should
welcome them onto conversion courses
and see how they fit into the reality of
Jewish communal life.
There is an earlier stage of being
pro-active and letting potential
converts know we are receptive to
them. Next time you read your
synagogue newsletter, notice that it
refers to 101 activities but never
advertises the fact that there is a
conversion class. How do we expect
those who might be interested in
conversion to know about classes if we
do not mention them... and what
message do we give out by hiding it
away like an item in a shop never on
display but available under the counter
on request. It is time to dismantle the
fences we have needlessly erected
around the Torah.
The conversion course should cover
the basics of Judaism, but it should
also cater for the needs of proselytes:

provide hands-on knowledge of
practical realities, such as how to light
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Shabbat candles or dress a scroll. It
should also include time to discuss

mean being thrown into a large and
cold sea in which they have to sink or

personal issues: what conversion
involves emotionally, how one fits into

swim.

a new community, the effect on
relations with one's partner.
Equally important is to reinforce
what the 16th century code, the
Shulchan Aruch, states (yorcfe Dcczfe
268.2): that after conversion, the

person is considered a fully-fledged
Jew. Many Jews fail to accept converts,
always regarding them as different and
"not quite like us". Sometimes this is

sheer prejudice based on a belief in the
purity of a so-called Jewish bloodline;
other times it is because they feel
threatened by converts who take
Judaism more seriously than they do,
read Hebrew better, and put them to
shame Jewishly.
Such behaviour is very hurtful to
converts. At the same time they can
also feel puzzled as to why those lucky
enough to be born into the faith value
it so little. This might also apply to the
Jewish family into which they are

Many synagogues report that a
disproportionately high number of
Religion School teachers are converts.
This is partly because they often know
more than born-Jews, and partly
because they are enthusiastic enough
to give up Sunday momings whilst
others are still in bed. The rest of the
community should be much more
appreciative and should be much more
helpful when would-be converts first

approach us I
RABBI DR JONATHAN ROMAIN, wrj.rer
and broadcaster, is minister of Maidenhead
Synagogue. He is currently writing a book on
religious conversion in Britain today.

parents to one of the conversion classes
and a synagogue service so that they
can see "what they're up to" and
replace their fantasies about Jewish life
with an accurate picture.
The arrival of children can bring
additional pressures and the convert,
whilst genuinely delighted to bring

them up in Judaism, may still regret
the loss of the happy associations of
the sights and smell of his/her
childhood,
such
as
Christmas
stockings and hot-cross buns. As with
marriage, conversion entails both joys
and sacrifices.
There is also a sense of loss when
the conversion class comes to an end,
whereupon the close rapport with a
teacher or the camaraderie with others
in the group suddenly finishes.
Although conversion means that the

person is proud to be counted as a Jew
in the community at large, it can also
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relatively brief discussion, was very
nicely turned away. The other enquiry
resulted in the rabbi ringing one
Sunday evening and inviting me along
to the next Shabbat morning service.
It would not be hard to guess which

path I chose to follow, even though it
meant me travelling 70 miles or so to
London to attend services. This

THE CONVERT'S
VIEW:

particular community
organises
modular conversion courses, given the
widespread geographical location of
many of the members and potential
gcrz.in. Such an approach was literally
an answer to my prayers - it would
have been so difficult to have studied
with the rabbi in London otherwise.
The course was entitled "Access fo

in the same restaurants as they do.
At the same time the converts may
face criticism from their own family
for having changed to Judaism. Their

and still loving their relatives. It can
be helpful to invite the convert's

couldn't, or wouldn't tell me. I duly

tuned up to meet the rabbi and after a

marrying, who may not keep many of
the observances to which the convert
adheres, and may, for instance, be
annoyed that the convert will not eat

parents may be angry that the faithupbringing that they gave has been
cast aside. They might also feel that
they themselves have been rejected and
worry about future contact, although
the
convert
usually
sees
no
contradiction between loving Judaism

of "coming home".
All the above factors have created a
strong Jewish identity within me and
have meant that the occasional `blip'
of less than ideal behaviour on the part
of other Jews towards me has been
easy to deal with. I initially made two
enquiries of two different rabbis with
regards to the conversion process. In
one case, the synagogue office range
my house and I was summoned to the
rabbi's home - what form the
`interview' would take, the official

Jz!dczz.sin " because it included not only

potential Jews-by-choice but also born
Jews who, for various reasons, wanted
to explore Judaism. This made for a
very rich and stimulating environment
and was a great forum for us to bounce
ideas off each other. An important
thing on these weekend modular
courses is that, Jewishly-speaking, it
is not always appropriate to be over-

PROVING ONESELF

Michael Hornsby
to

construct

the

profile

zealous in a religious setting. But then
my view of Judaism encompasses so
much more than the religious aspect.

of

IT WOULD
BE INTERESTING
a typical ger,
convert, but only
individual rabbis, or the office of the
Bcz.f Dz.# would be able to supply that

information. I feel certain that I would
not fit well into that profile. I did not
convert for marital reasons. I hesitate
to describe myself as "chosen" and
thus cannot claim to have a deep faith
as my basis for converting. And I took
five years over the process, just to be
absolutely sure this is what I wanted
to do. But I think that these facts
demonstrate a 100% commitment to
Judaism,
more
particularly
Progressive Judaism, which I believe
Jewish friends can sense and which I

Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan summed up
Judaism as "that nexus of a history,
literature,
language,
social
organisation, folk sanctions, standards
of conduct, social and spiritual ideals,
aesthetic values, which in their totality
form a civilisation" (Jifdczz.sin czs cz
Cz.vz./z.sczfz.o7z,

Kaplan,

1934), all of

authentic. After leaving the 77£z.fu/e%, I

which attracted me to Judaism in the
first place.
By the time I officially converted I
was associated with two Reform
communities, having also become an
associate member of the shul in my
home town. I was warmly welcomed
by both communities and typically, I
had two `alternative' acceptance
ceremonies, one Reconstructionist and
other Humanist in flavour, to reflect
my theological views on various

felt a sense of achievement and indeed

Continued on next page

presume the rabbis on my own
particular Bez.J Dz.7z panel

found
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issues. By being actively involved in

adaptations of the more usual
admission service found in the RSGB
sz.czdz/r, I felt more empowered in

becoming a Jew than otherwise I might
have been. Recognition by the
community of the gcr's Jewish status
is extremely important. But all the
effort, study and work put into the
conversion process by the ger him/
herself also needs public recognition.
Hence the statements of affirmation I
chose to make. Since then only one of
the two communities has taken up my
offer to become more actively involved
in communal life. Does this reflect a
London/provincial difference in
attitude to gcrz.in? Rabbi Romain
mentions the need for communities to
be more helpful to gcrz.in. Helpful, yes,
but they should also be more aware of
their sensibilities. In a sense, gcrz.772

have to prove themselves to their
communities but in another, very real
sense, communities have to reciprocate
this and prove themselves to their
members who happen to be Jews-by-

Choice .
MICHAEL HORNSBY /;.ves' !.77 5'ozfffecz#zpfo#

and is a member Of South Hampshire Reform
Community.

answering the most common question
I am asked about it: "Did you convert
to get married?" You see my husband
asked me to marry him on our first
Friday night in our new shared home
after I had told him off for not getting
changed for Sfeczbbczz. So in a sense I

was already beginning to live a Jewish
life. His second question after ``Will
you marry me?" was ``and will you
convert?" But I am not sure that the
`yes' to both questions was related.

Wanting to get married gave me an
excuse to do something which I
already wanted to do. It is fair to add
that had I not met my husband it is
unlikely that conversion would have
occurred to me. I would have been
unlikely to have discovered enough
about Judaism to have realised that it
was emotionally and spiritually right
for me.
Unlike many, I did not receive the
customary three refusals, although the
fact that a previous Jewish boyfriend' s

parents refused to speak to me may
count as one. My husband to be and I
visited three synagogues to find an
atmosphere with which we felt
comfortable. But we spoke to only one
rabbi - Albert Friedlander - who was
immediately welcoming and invited us
to join his weekly conversion class
straight away.

I like to think I leaned at Rabbi
Friedlander's feet even though we
always sat on chairs. I only ever
learned the first four letters of the
czJcpfe bcf. I could only read the Sfecmcz

by memory and I cannot remember us
discussing the practices of Sfeczbz7czf or

BE FRANK

Linda de Lange
that I am not a typical

MY FIRST
convert
REACTION
- I didn't haveISa
hard time, I have no horrors to tell.
Then the many varied people I met at
the recent conference for converts to
Judaism organised by Rabbi Romain
convinced me that there are no typical
converts. We are all individuals and
we have each found our own path to
Judaism and have our own story to
tell. Here is part of my story.
I converted to Judaism almost 18
years ago and I always have a problem
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the festivals. But I felt that Rabbi
Friedlander had imbued me with a love
for and understanding of Judaism for
which I will be forever grateful. I have
since learned that many of his converts
are characterised
by
a strong
attachment to Judaism coupled with a
hazy knowledge of the actual laws and

practices. In retrospect it would have
made life a little easier if I had been

given a more rigorous and practical
training. Yet I would never have
wanted to miss the experience of being
taught by a truly wise man who even if
he wasn't interested in teaching the
basics certainly knew how to
communicate the central themes.
Luckily, my very supportive in-laws
and husband helped me a lot. I was
also enlisted as a Cfeedcr teacher
immediately after conversion and
found that I was then forced to learn
the basics in order to teach them. I
cannot recommend Cfecczcr teaching
highly enough for those who want to
learn - perhaps it should be

compulsory for all converts. That
would solve all

Cfecczcr staffing

problems at a stroke.
For years I struggled with my lack
of Hebrew. Through teaching little
children I learnt all my czJcpfe bcf and
4 vowels but I had big trouble stringing
them together. The more I taught, the
more embarrassed I became about my
lack of Hebrew. Finally, I signed up
for a Hebrew Reading Crash Course
which managed to introduce me to the
rest of the vowels and show me how to

put them together with the consonants.
I would recommend such courses to all
converts. They are simple, fast and
effective and enable the participant to
make recognisable progress quickly.
They are also attended by born Jews,
which lets the convert know that not all
Jews can read Hebrew fluently. It took
me ages to realise that few Jews can
either understand what they are saying
or read an unfamiliar piece of Hebrew
at anything approaching normal
speaking speed. Oh, how I suffered
during those years when I thought
everyone knew more than I did, and
how hard I tried to hide it.
As well as having very supportive inlaws, my own parents did not cause any
difficulties. My in-laws were active in
the Refomi Movement. This meant that
I did not suffer from a common problem
of Reform Converts -having nominally
Orthodox in-laws who view Reform
conversion as second class, which
compounds the problem of converts not
being somehow quite Jewish.
My own mother's reaction to my
conversion was the observation that I
had always looked Jewish anyway and
during her life she and the rest of my
family joined with us for Friday nights
and family Sz.rmcfeczfos with a great deal

of enthusiasm. At times I know they
felt out of place, not because they
thought Judaism was strange, but
because they so desperately did not
want to do the wrong thing.
I could never understand what my
mother meant by my `looking Jewish'
especially as it seemed to me that
nobody else thought it. Strangely, in
the first few years after my conversion I
began to think that Jews could
somehow magically tell if someone was
born Jewish. At every Jewish gathering
someone always seemed to ask me if I
was Jewish. When I answered `Yes',
they would say "Funny, you don't look
Jewish". This never happens to me
now. People rarely ask it and if they do
never comment on how I look. I think
this is because during those first years I
was ill at ease in my Judaism, never

quite sure if I was doing the right thing,
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or if I was pronouncing words correctly.
Nowadays I give out all those little
Jewish signs - calling a synagogue a
sfeztJ, slipping all those little yiddish

schleps a.nd schlaps ±rito my
conversation, wearing Israeli jewellery.
These are things that the born Jew often
does automatically but which we Jews
by choice have to learn slowly if we are
to avoid the embarrassment of being
immediately identifiable as converts.
As I have become assimilated into
Jewish culture as well as the Jewish
religion I no longer find myself
embarrassed. I will often freely admit
to being a convert, even voluntarily
introduce the fact into the conversation.
For within the past few years as the
Head Teacher of Bromley Reform
Cfecdcr I began to feel that it was
important that people realised that I
was a convert so that all those other
converts, of which there are quite a few

Channukali bush and relive your own
childhood with your children? There
are many, many more interesting
problems. I end with the plea that if
you are talking about childhood
memories and find out someone is a
convert, don't look embarrassed and
immediately halt all discussion. Their
past life is as valid as their present.

And never tell them that they don't
look Jewish. Especially as Jews are the
most physically diverse bunch of
people I've ever come across .
LINDA DE LANCE ;.a cz /one s'fc!#cJz.ng mermber

Of Brolnley Roform Synagogue.

in our sfez{Z, would know that you could

be fully active and respected- I hope I
am - within the community yet still be
true to your own past. So while I
previously never concealed my
conversion, I now actively display it. I
find this change has many advantages.
If I hear that old chestnut "a convert
isn't really Jewish" I now openly attack
it head on. In fact such attitudes are
fairly rare. A more common one is that
once born Jews are freed from the
constraint of pretending that I have the
same Jewish experience as they have,
they feel free to ask the questions they
always wanted to, but felt they couldn' t.
Generally, they express adlniration and
respect for converts when they are
allowed to know more about them.
Recently I gave a workshop on
conversion at our synagogue. I expected
it to be full of converts who wanted to
discuss their experiences. Actually it
was full of born Jews who wanted to
know all about it.
So I agree with Rabbi Romaln. We
do need to be more open about
conversion. We do need to recognise
that conversion to Judaism is a fact of
life which will ultimately enhance
Judaism. We need to stop pretending
that converts never had another life or
religion before they became Jewish and
give them the opportunity to discuss
the changes their Judaism has brought
to their lives in a supportive
environment. There are many other
aspects of conversion I would love to
discuss, ohly some of which have
directly affected me. The problems of
bereavement; how you continue on your
Jewish religious journey if it diverges
from the path of your new Jewish
family. Do you call a Christmas tree a
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member of my community. I lead
occa.slonal Erev Shabbat services a.t
my Sfe#J and at a local home for the
elderly. I was Bczf~A4z.fzvczfe last year

and have since been honoured to be
made a warden.
The only time I have felt like one of
Rabbi Helbo's lepers is since the death
and burial of my mother. This
happened at the hands of members of
my own family. But the love and
support of the community carried me
through. I have to admit that the
opinions of my fellow Jews in the
Orthodox world do on occasion cause
me distress but this I have to live with.
It took approximately eighteen
months for my conversion. I attended
classes for a year and synagogue
regularly.
I
found the
course
stimulating and was surprised at my
reasonable grasp of Hebrew. I had
never leant a foreign language before
but maybe incentive has a large part to
play. What I did find lacking was an
opportunity to study day to day Jewish
life.
It is one thing to learn
theoretically the life cycle and festival
calendar, but I think that many
converts do need a sponsor family,
who would share Sfeczbbczf and festival

meals, the opportunity to attend a
wedding, Bar/Bat Mitzvah, Brit,

WE NEED MORE HELP

Penelope Hope
something good then share it.

IF This
YOU
is a saying
HAVE
I like to
FOUND
live by,
and in Judaism I have found something
1;ery good.

To all you Jews out there, born Jews
or Jews by choice, if we have found the
right path to God we should want to
share it and encourage others to travel
with us.

I was born and brought up as a
member of the Church of England. It
took a hard long look at myself, my
religious beliefs and my motives to
change my religion; probably the most
serious decision a person can make.
I was very fortunate that from my
request for help to Rabbi Bay field he
passed me on to Radlett and Bushey
Reform and our rabbi, Alexandra
Wright. From the first I was made
welcome by both the rabbi and
congregation. I know not everyone
understands why I converted, but they
have all been very kind and helpful.
These people have become my best
and dearest friends and to them I know
I am just another Jew, a fully accepted

funeral and to attend a Sfez.vcz. They

need someone they can phone for the
answers to those innumerable
questions about what some event or
word means. To the born Jew these
may seem very simple or easy but to us
new Jewish babies - which is what we
basically are - its not so easy and we
may feel foolish at the need to ask.
Only recently did I find out about
the Burial Society. I just had no idea
this existed. I also feel conversion
should not come to an abrupt end after
the A4z.fucfe. We new Jews need a little

more help to become accustomed to
our new status. Perhaps a further
course of a few months of mainly
discussions with new and old
Proselytes where problems and
information could be exchanged and
maybe a meeting, that could include
the families of the proselytes who
might also have questions they would
like answered. A leaflet for these
families, of the questions they might
have, and a basic insight into Judaism
could be useful to dispel myths and
misunderstandings.
So, rabbis and congregations, please
welcome us. We want to be one of

you, usually for the right and best of

reasons .
PENELOPE HOPE /I.ves' z.# S'feve7!age I.H

Hertfordshire.
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had hitherto characterised the United
Synagogue - and defined itself in its
Constitution as `Progressive Conservatism' -to be booted out by a new,
anti-modern, strident fundamentalism.
Thus
the
connotation
of
`Orthodoxy' has changed, and in its
new sense, as Louis Jacobs wistfully
recognises, it no longer describes him.
Instead, `liberal supernaturalism'
seems to be his preferred label. `The
liberal supernaturalist', he writes,
`may still claim to be in the tradition.

He can no longer lay claim to
Orthodoxy. (Beyond Reasonable
Doz{bf,

HOW FAR
SHOULD WE GO?

every

The publication of two new books in 1999 reminded us that the
intellectual energy and vitality of Rabbi Dr. Louts Jacobs continues
unabated. MA;NNAL asked Rabbi John Rayner to assess whei-e Jacobs
stands in the Jewish religious spectrum.

the I book
that
WHENBe/z.ei;c,
IN 1957
FIRST

sparked `The Jacobs Affair', I could
not see what all the fuss was about.
Surely the thesis of its author Rabbi
Dr. Louis Jacobs, that intellectual
honesty compels acceptance of Bible
Criticism, had been perfectly obvious,
especially to readers of Claude
Montefiore, for generations. The only
question was 777czz. 72cz;#cz 773z.7zczfe, what

are the implications? On that, the book
seemed curiously reticent, and
prompted me to draft a review of it
erLtit\ed `We Have Reason To Go
F#7-ffeer' which was never published.
Now, forty-three years later, is my
chance.
V\7hat I did not know then but have
learnt since is that, in the depth and
breadth of his Jewish learning, both
traditional and modern, Rabbi Dr
Jacobs has stood head and shoulders
above all other rabbis in this country,
including chief rabbis, for the past forty

years. In their number, range and
quality, his scholarly writings are
astonishing. They include talmudic
studies such as Studies in Talmudic
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Logic and Methodology, Teyku, a.nd
The Talmudic Argument,. rnedieva.i,
kabalistic and chasidic studies such as
The Palm Tree of Deborah, Tract on
Ecstasy, Seeker of Unity errrd Hasidic
Prczycr,. theological studies such as

Jewish Values, Faith, Principles of the
Jewish Faith, A Jewish Theology a.rid
Religion and the Individual; halttychic
studies such a.s Theology in the
Responsa a.rLd A Tree of Life;
encyclopaedic works such as 7`fec
Jewish Religion, A Companion a.nd an
a;utobtoglapky, Helping With Inquiries.
To these we must now add Beyo#cZ
Reasonable Doubt (L±ttma.n Ltora.ry
of Jewish Civilization, 1999, a kind of
sequel to We Have Reason To Believe)
a:nd CAsk the Rabbi', Questions and
A#swcrs

o# Jztczczz.s773

But

since

many

(Conservative) World Council of
Synagogues, we may as well go back
to `Progressive Conservatism'.
In what sense then is Louis Jacobs
`Progressive' ? Theoretically, in almost

John Rayner

[et\d We Have Reason To

p.68).

Progressives, myself included, would
also consider themselves liberal
supernaturalists, it seems preferable to
adduce another passage in which Louis
Jacobs writes: `Honesty now compels
me, in order to avoid confusion, to
describe my position not as Orthodox
but as Masorti' (p.14). And since the
Masorti movement is part of the

(Vallentine

Mitchell, 1999, assembling pieces
written for an anonymous Jcwj.sfe
Cfero#z.c/c column between 1964 and
1985) which are the occasion for this
article.
What I also did not realise in 1957
is that Anglo-Jewry was at the
beginning of a sea-change which was
about to sweep away the old-style,
anglicised, genteel traditionalism that

sense,

as

the

following

quotations from his writings will, with
striking consistency, illustrate. `No
reverence for antiquity must make us
hesitate to discard an old statement if
we have good reason for thinking it is
false ... Revelation is an encounter
between the divine and the human, so
that there is a human as well as a
divine
factor
in
revelation
...
According to this way of looking at the
Bible, it is possible to recognise in it
higher and lower stages of spiritual
development' (Wc Hczve j3eczso7i ro
Believe, L9S7).

`The modern believer, though he

subscribes to the ancient doctrine of
`rorczfe from Heaven' ... recognises the

need for a good deal of sustained
thinking on what is meant by rorczfe,
by Hcczvc#, and by /ron./... The
problem is complicated in that he
recognises a human as well as a divine
element in the rorczfe ' (Jew.sfe Vcz/wcs,
1960).

`It can no longer be denied that there

is a human element in the Bible ... that
it contains error as well as etemal truth
... Revelation is now seen as a series of
meetings or encounters between God
and man. The Bible is seen as the

record of these encounters' (A rrcc o/
Lzre, ig84).
`My whole argument has been that

faith cannot be invoked in matters that
can be determined by investigation ...
Not everything that has come down to
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us from the past is of equal value.
Some of it is of no value at all ... The

problems raised by the implications of
modem scholarship will not simply
vanish because they are ignored by
oREicta.Idom. (Helping With Inquiries,
1989).

`It has now been established beyond

reasonable doubt that the Pentateuch
is a heterogeneous or composite work
... [and that] the multifaceted glory we
call the rorczfo ... since it was produced

by humans and since it is eternity
expressing itself in time, contains,
higher and lower, error as well as
truth, the ignoble as well as the noble'

(Beyond Reasonable Doubt, 1999).
The forthrightness with which
Louis Jacobs asks and answers these
fundamental questions of the origins
and authority of Scripture contrasts
strangely with the fact that until a

generation ago the rabbinic leadership
of the RSGB, as distinct from the
ULPS, notoriously used to dodge these
very issues.

But if Louis Jacobs is Progressive in
theory, he is Conservative in practice.

`Even when I felt
obliged to give up

fundamentalist
Orthodoxy,
I was never
tempted to go
over to Reform.
I fiound no
real dif f lculty
with Orthodox
practices.
It was only the
theory behind

fundamentdist
Orthodoxy that
I could
no longer accept'

Not czJfogcffecr, to be sure. Thus he

admits that some of the laws of the
rorczfe, far from being morally
elevating, have the opposite effect, but
alleges that they are `very few in
number', and fails to specify them
(Beyond Reasonable Doubt, p.5T).
Similarly, he remarks that `a ritual
should be observed if its observance
enhances the spiritual life of the Jew'
and that `the modem way of looking at
the whole question of observance
involves a strong degree of selectivity'
(p.118).

More explicit is the following: `It is
all very well to argue, as I do in this
book, that the mz.JLfvof provide the Jew
with a vocabulary of worship, but some
of our values are those of Western
society, and when the mz./£voJ are
assessed against these values they do,
not very often but certainly at times,
come into conflict with the informed
Jewish conscience. One thinks in this
connection of attitudes towards
women, or non-Jews, or the law of the
mczmzer' (p.119).

On practical details, Louis Jacobs
considers it `all right to answer the
telephone on Shabbat' (`Ask the
jiczbz7z. ', p. xii), advises a questioner `to

discontinue the practice, as many of us
in fact do' , of reciting the imprecation

Shefoch Cha:matcha - Pour out your
wrath -during the Seder (p.140), and
concedes to another that a revision of
the liturgy is advisable but `should be
undertaken by Jewish scholars with a
keen sense of how the liturgy
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developed and of what is and what is
not important' (p.160).

More commonly, however, Louis
Jacobs insists, in typical conservative
fashion,
that
his
historical
understanding of Judaism has little
bearing on traditional Jewish practice
but leaves it virtually intact. `Where
views such as mine deviate from
fundamentalism is not on whether the
precepts are commanded by God ...
but on how the command was
coINeyed' (Beyond Reasonable Doubt.
p.112). `Our approach is, indeed, new,

and a departure from tradition, but
does not involve any rejection of the
mz.ffvof as the word of God' (p. 114).

These blanket statements, implying
that cz// the precepts of the rorczfe are

divinely commanded, are clearly at
variance with the exceptions already
noted and compel us to ask how such
glaring inconsistency on the part of so
meticulous a thinker is to be explained.
The
answer
seems
to
be
biographical and psychological. Thus
Louis Jacobs clearly identifies himself
with the `devout Jew' who, even if
unable to believe all that Orthodoxy
teaches, nevertheless `wishes to follow
the Orthodox way of life because it is
warm and homely and demanding and
is followed by people whose company
he finds congenial' (p. 51f). Similarly
he writes: `Even when I felt obliged to

give up fundamentalist Orthodoxy, I
was never tempted to go over to
Reform. I found no real difficulty with

Orthodox practices. It was only the
theory
behind
fundamentalist
Orthodoxy that I could no longer
accept' (p. 160). And again: `1 find

myself ... applauding Reform and
Liberal positions on many issues in
theory, but unable to accept them in
practice, partly because of the
Orthodox tradition in which I have
been raised, partly because they do not
have any real appeal from a Jewish
point of view' (p. 167). But is not the
Progressives' point of view also a

Jewish one?
Considering his background, Louis
Jacobs' personal preference for `the
Orthodox way of life' is very
understandable and entirely to be
respected. But it does not resolve the
inconsistency. If not everything that
has come down to us from the past is
of value, if we should not hesitate to
discard old statements when we have

good reason for thinking they are false,
if the rorczfe contains both human and
divine elements, higher and lower,
error and truth, ignoble and noble, if
some of its laws are not morally
elevating but the reverse, if there is a
need
to
discriminate
between
observances which enhance the
spiritual life and those which conflict
with the informed Jewish conscience,
if it is necessary to reconsider
traditional attitudes towards women,
non-Jews and 77?czmzcrz.in and if it is

advisable to revise the liturgy, then
what is clearly indicated is a pretty
extensive programme of reform.
Just these are the problems - and

there are more - which the leaders of
Progressive Judiasm have been
wrestling with for nearly 200 years.
They have not always, or indeed ever,
got it exactly right. Often they have
paid too little regnrd to tra`dition,
sometimes too much. There is plenty
of unfinished business, and there is
ample room for diversity. To quote
Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs once more: `If

it be acknowledged that Modern
Orthodoxy, Conservative Judaism and
Reform all share essentially the same
aim of preserving the past while being
open to the demands of the present
and the future, the differences between
the three groups lie mainly in how far
one should go in this worthy
endeEIVour' (Beyond Reasonable
Doubt, p.160).

Quite so I
RABBI JOHN D RAYNER CBF I.a fJo#. I,I/e
President of the Union of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues, Minister Emeritus of
the Liberal Jewish Synagogue and author Of a
number Of important books on aspects Of Liberal
Judaism.
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Jakob Steinhardt, Germany, 1923
(Illus. 8)

Chicago Haggadah,1879.

(Illus. C)

Arthur Syzk, Poland, 1939.
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Lola, USA,1920.

(Illus. D)

(Illus. E)
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ESSAY

NEW HAGGADAH -NEW STORY
Rabbi Colin Eimer

a:::N:::oayt.4uhTs:#Je:e:f|tsf:

season's newly published Haggadot.
"How many more editions can there

possibly be!" you think. And yet, year
after year, new versions appear. Truly,
"of the making of books there is no
end" (Ecclesiastes 12:12). The new

Prague, 1526

(Illus. A)

ones offer a new commentary or
express and reflect some aspect of
contemporary Jewish experience.
Not surprisingly, half a century ago
Haggadot began to appear reflecting
the Jewish experience in the Shoah.
Nazi servitude was yet another, albeit
infinitely more murderous, parallel to
Egyptian slavery. AI the same time,
Israeli Haggadot reflected newly-won
independence. In 1970, the World
Union of Jewish Students published
Tfue Fourth World Haggadah. Tn. Tirch
introduction, the editors explain that
their Haggadah is offered to "you
Jewish comrades who realise our
struggle as the emergence from our
exile. After a long sleep we are
awakening to the memory of our
history and the sound of our language.
Beginning the struggle back to us.
Coming home. We are of the Fourth
World: one revolution beyond the
politics of the Third World, one vision
beyond the present moment." Reading
it now, it is none too comprehensible,
but we can see in it a Jewish
expression of the spirit of the 1968
`Revolution'.

Thirty years ago, too, Haggadot
began to appear reflecting the
burgeoning Women's Movement in
Jewish life, bringing women out from
the kitchen and silence into an equal,
participatory role around the Seder
table. Many Haggadot contained
material relating to the struggle of
Soviet Jews in some of their darkest
days. "Let My people go" had a ring
of actuality to it: it was the rallyingcry of re/%j'e7ez.*S. Other Haggadot

from that period connected Pesach
with the struggle against Apartheid
and for Civil Rights in the USA.
Arfu:NI Warsit]orw' s Freedom Seder was
first used at Pesach in 1969. "This

Haggadah emerged," he writes,' "from
the moment of agony at Passover 1968

when Martin Luther King had just
been killed, dozens of American cities
had exploded and the United States
Army was still standing armed upon
the streets of Washington DC. It
brought together the age-old story of
the Exodus with tales of modem Jews
and blacks and other people toward
their liberation." And at a similar time,
yet other Haggadot began to appear

which spoke out of the emerging
consciousness of the environmental
and ecological crises of the last quarter
of the 20th century. In the last twenty
years, Haggadot have reflected the
Israel-Arab issue. rz.fr4z;72, a radical

American Jewish periodical edited by
Michael
Lerner,
raised
the
consciousness of many to this issue

with its Pesach supplements.
Haggadot are, in this respect, truly
documents of Jewish social and
religious history. The text might be
more or less the same as a Haggadah
from 200 or 500 years ago - but the
commentary and illustrations give us
the particular flavour and essence of
the time, the issues which preoccupied
the Jewish world then, which led Jews
to feel the urge to produce yet another
Haggadah. Its durability is, in part,
that almost chameleon-like ability to
metamorphose itself into new editions
reflecting the concerns of its time.
"The gates of interpretation," wrote

Maimonides,

"have never been

tines.

whether it will take on the same iconic

Manywillbefamiliarwithparticular
Haggadot. For somebody over the age
of, say, 45, I suspect certain ones come
to mind. There are the Haggadot,
usually printed on poor-quality paper,
with fuzzy text and old engravings as
iuustrations. The word didn't exist at
the tilne, but they were the `freebies'
given away by the major matzah
manufacturers -Rakusen's and Bonn' s
(whatever happened to Bonn' s?). If we
didn't know that the Exodus took place
in Egypt, the style of the clothing and
architecture in those pictures might
lead us to believe that the action all
took place somewhere in medieval

significance as the rer3 Cormmcz7zd"erzts

did for so many who were around in
the 1950s.

Rabbis are listed as advisers in the
credits to both those films. In other
words, the films are a sort of 77zz.c77iczs'%

on the text, a commentary. That is true
whether the illustrations are in
cinematic or printed form. They
amplify and open out the text. They tell
us something about how Jews
conceived of a particular idea at the
time of this or that Haggadah.
Nowhere, perhaps, is this more
evident than with the depictions of one
of the oldest parts of the Haggadah, the

closed."

As Jews we are so used to this
amazingly durable small volume that
we forget how unusual it is for a book,
used for just a few hours, once a year,
to have appeared in so many editions
- and still show no sign of ceasing to
do so.

Many will remember seders where
everybody seemed to have a different
Haggadah and much time was spent
trying to find the place in the particular
version they had -it might be page 12
for you, page 14 for the person opposite
and page 16 for the celebrant. (A
childhood experience, eJ3 pczss'cz73f,

which persuaded me of the need, at any
Seder I would have anything to do with,
for everybody to have the same
edition!)
Scribes and calligraphers were unable to embellish the Torah scroll in

any way. But when producing
Haggadot they had a freer hand and
there are richly illustrated manuscript
and printed versions of Haggadot.
Yosef Hayyim Yerushalmi in his
wonderfHI Haggadah and History
(1973) says that at least 3500 different

printed editions of the Haggadali have
appeared since the first printed one, in
the 1480s -and he was writing over 25
years ago! That figure does not include
the manuscript versions, ma`ny of
which have now been published in
facsimile editions.
Sometimes the illustrations are
merely for decoration to embellish and
beautify the text. Sometimes they serve
a pedagogic purpose, to capture the
attention of children at the Seder. The
Sarajevo Haggadah (found in Sarajevo
but actually from Spain) has a sort of
Classics Illustrated apening sechou,
depicting the Bible stories up to the
arival at the Promised Land. These
illuminated manuscript versions give
us a detailed picture of Jewish life and
Pesach as celebrated in early medieval

Undl f;Girly recent tines, illustrations f;or the Four
`children' more often than not represented them as

adults rather than young children. Yct all Jewish
children lonow that, however old they ci,re
chronologically, while the;ir parents are
still alive they remain `children' . . .
Italy. Those `freebie' illustrations were
taken from some of the earliest printed
Haggadot, most notably from Prague
(1526), Venice (1609) and Amsterdem
(1712). Those pictures have thus

enjoyed a very long shelf-life,
continuing to appear in Haggadot all
over the world, with details changed to
make them appropriate for this or that
community. In an 1874 Haggadah from
India, for example, the Venice
illustrations are recognisable, but they
have been tailored for an Indian
market: the men wear Indian-style hats,
the women saris, and so on.
Another Haggadah influence on
many participants was the ubiquitous
pull-out-tab children's Haggadah. It
first appeared in Gemany in the eady
decades of the 20th century and was
then translated into other languages. It
is still in print but might now be being
superseded by newer children's
versions, such a.s The Animated
Zrczggtzc7cr%, where the illustrations are

montages ofmodels made of plasticine
or Fimo.
Yet another influence on the over
40s is, I suspect, Cecil 8 de Mille's re72
Commandments. Somehow Moses is
Charlton Heston; the divided Red Sea
looked just as it did in the film - and
Pharaoh will always be bald! The
current generation's movie influence
might well be the 1998 cartoon version,
773e P7.I.7cce o/ Eg)apf. Time will tell

so-called `Four Sons': the wise, the

wicked, the simple and the One who
does not know how to ask.
In the Haggadah the Four are
ageless, even if many perceive them as
young children, and many Haggadot
portray them as such. Perhaps we think
that somebody who does not know how
to ask must be a child too young to
articulate their questions. Yet we can
also recognise that one can be adult in
years but not necessarily know how to
express what it is you want to say. The
one who does not know how to ask
might be the estranged Jew who is
interested but just does not know how
to get back into it. Perhaps they are
embarrassed that they will ask a
question which will make a fool of
themselves. Hence the response: you
begin for them, you start explaining.
Until fairly recent times, illustrations
for the Four `children' more often than
not represented them as adults rather
than young children. Yet all Jewish
children know that, however old they
are chronologically, while their parents
are still alive they remain `children' . . .
The four are really four types,
stereotypes, almost, of four sorts of
person to be found at most seder tables.
The didactic method is very clever.
Each asks a question, apparently
displaying a particular level of
involvement, ability and attitude to
what is going on around them. The

pictures of the `Four Sous' in printed
Haggadot attempt to bring that out, to
express
how
`interest'
and
`involvement' were understood in that
time and place.
The easiest one to I)ortray has been
the chczc%cz773, the wise one, invariably

represented as a Torah scholar, head
down in a learned tome. Not
surprisingly, there is no disagreement
in Jewish sources about who provides
the model for the `wise' one. But the
others are harder to depict. For

What the wicked one does, therefore,
is to violate Hillel' s principle, CZJ zz#osfe
min-ha'tsibbur "do riot sepaLrate

yourself from the community". a?irke
Avot 2:5)
Few Haggadot if any, then, define
`wicked' on some moral scale `wicked' as the opposite of `good' -

but more as an existential act of
separation from the community.
Rabbi Dov Berkovitz, who teaches
in Jerusalem, writes, "the wicked son is

example, while fcz77t is often translated

always someone else's. Too often, we
Jews create our identity by excluding

as `simple', finding a single-word
English equivalent for the Hebrew is
not easy. `Simple' suggests `simple in

another Jew - the wicked son in the
Haggadah's language, but it could just

the

head'.

Tcz77£,

however,

has

connotations of both innocence and
wholeness. The answer given this one
provides a clue to the character of the
asker, to the essence of being a fo773.

They ask an uncomplicated question "What is this?" - and are given an
uncomplicated reply, without any frills.
rcz772 is not necessarily ` simple' in terms

of intelligence, therefore, but rather in
tens of the level of knowledge they
have about what is going on.
The wise one asks, "what does this
mean to you?" The wicked one asks,
"what does this mean to you?" In other
words, they both ask virtually the same
question. To bring out the distinction
between them, therefore, translations
sometimes play fast and loose with the
Hebrew. Some render the question of
the wise one as "what does this mean fo
c/s?" For the Haggadah can then
respond that the wise one asks a
question in which they include
themselves - `to us' -while the wicked
one shows disinterest and lack of
involvement. By saying "to you", they
separate themselves from what is going
on at the seder. At the Exodus, too,
they would have felt what was
happening did not concern them. In our
time, though, they might be a more
distantmemberofthefalnily,notreally
wanting to be there; somebody who
has drifted far from their Judaism and
yetispulledtotheseder,notjustbythe
chicken soup and matzali balls, but by
some deeper, indefinable attraction.
But they are still there, albeit more
observer than participant, watching this
arcane ritual unfold
`Wickedness' is defined, then,
according to the Haggadah, as the act
of separating yourself off from the
group. For centuries Jews have
understood that to be the top of a
slippery slope, the beginning of a slide
away from Jewish life and identity,
ending up outside Judaism altogether.

as easily say `daughter' . . . all too often
the `wicked son' is the one who asks
disconcerting questions. We ostracise
him because he expresses our own
doubts. Yet it is this son who brings us
to see beyond accepted beliefs so that

preconceived communal boundaries do
not hide God's face from us .... In
drawing a colnmunfty identity let us
spare each other the insecurity of
unquestioning belief and the hubris of
the
self-righteous
question."
{Jerusalem Report, Alpril 1997)
Rabbi Dow Marmur in a Pesach
article (Ce72fre, March 1980) suggests

that there is another type -the `wiscked
one'. They combine elements of the
wise and the wicked: the affirmation of
Judaism of the wise and the rejection
of Judaism of the wicked. The wiscked
oneishalfandhalf-theywantJudaism
to continue but they have little time for
it personally. But Marmur concludes
that the wiscked one is ultimately
sterile because their ambiguity towards
Judaism is not something that can be
bequeathed to their children.
But the wicked one may actually be
asking a deeper question. The wise one
asks a legafistic question and is given a
legalistic answer: you should explain
all the laws of pesach, down to the last
detail. The so-called wicked one,
however, is not interested in legal,
feczJJczfr72z.c detail as such. He wants to

know "what does it means for you,
what inner meaning do you find in this
Seder? Don't just give me a halachic
answer, I want something spiritually
deeper!"

Rabbi Shlomo Riskin in his
Haggadah commentary (1983) also
suggests a fifth type. This is the one
who is not there at all, who is so totally
estranged from their Judaism that they
feel no pull at all to be there, not even a
gastronomic one. Perhaps behind the
question of the wicked one lies the

anguish of many modem Jews who
seek to find meaning for themselves in

the Jewish tradition and teaching that
have been handed down to them, but
carmot quite find the way in.
The wicked one has been depicted in
many different ways over the ages. In
one of the eahiest printed Haggadot
(Prague 1526) he is portrayed as a
soldier. /ZJZIfsfrfl!fz.o# 4J Explicitly,
there seems to be no obvious
connection with wickedness in either a
moral sense or that of separation. In the

riddle Ages, however, soldiers were
primarily mercenaries, fighting for
whoever would pay them a salary. At
that tine, then, one of the epitomes of
wickedness would appear to have been
the idea of killing for a living. This
must have gone so much against the
Jewish grain that the artist could feel
that portraying the wicked one as a
soldierwouldspeakvolumes-produce
a shudder in anybody who saw it. There
were not, presumably, many Jews in
European annies, so for a Jew to sign
up as a mercenary would, inevitably,
have meant taking themselves outside
the Jewish community.
That theme of the wicked one as a
soldier recurs from time to in
Haggadot, through medieval knights in
armour, to a 1923 German Haggadah,
illustrated by Jakob Steinhardt. Here
too the wicked one is shown as a soldier

- but now in First World War Germany
Army uniform, replete with spiked
Prussian helmet. rr7Jzfstr¢fz.o# 8/ This
is the last Haggadah which equates
wickedness with being a soldier. The
rise of Zionism, the establishment of

the Haganah and its development into
the Israel Defence Forces, obviously
required a radical disassociation of
wickedness from military might.
But many other images of
wickedness have been used, especially
in 19th and 20th century Haggadot. A
Haggadsh from 1880's Chicago has a
marvellously evocative depiction. It
shows the wicked son sitting at the
Seder table with his family. He is
dressed in contemporary clothes, as are
the `Simple' and the `One who doesn't

know how to ask'. None of the three
wears a #japcz%. The wise one seems to

be engrossed in the Haggadah, while
their parents are dressed in some more
traditional Jewish dress. The wicked
son is rocking on the back legs of his
chair, smoking a cigarette which he
holds in a disdainful manner. IIis entire
body language mocks what is going
on. "I'm here," he's saying, `Cbut under
sufferance. Don't believe by my
presence that I have any time for this
coiusense." allustration C) A vi!eIV Of
`wickedness', then, which seems to

History is the record Of what happened to other

people. We can read it but need not feel personally
irrvoived. Memory, however, is what happened to us.
It is our story, our existence that is recorded in it,
which we re-enact, relive, each year.
matcb that of the wicked son's
question. For if there is little difference
in w%czf they ask, the distinction must
lie, surely, in feow they ask it. For the

wise one it is a serious request for
knowledge; for the wicked one it is
simply an opportunity for sneering
disdain and indifference. The 47zz.77tczfed

Hczggodczfe captures that in its
translation of his q.uestion as, "Why do

you people bother with all this?"
In another American Haggadah
(1920) ¢ZJzfsfr¢fro# DJ the wicked one
is represented as a boxer. Once again,
it is not immediately clear just what is
wicked about that. Indeed, there have
been some notable Jewish boxers
@aniel Mendoza, for example, was
champion of England towards the end
of the 18th century, and a Greek Jewish
boxer was the hero of the film rrz.#772pfe
o/ Zfee fpz.7.i.£.) Perhaps boxing was

considered symbolic of some cult of
the body rather than of the mind and
spirit. Focusing on brawn over brains
is something Judaism would consider
more Hellenistic than Jewish. Maybe
it is even simpler than that. The boxer
is the wicked one because he's on his
way out of Judaism: after all, what
Jewish boy would allow his body and
brains to be knocked about for a
living? He must be either wicked or
meshaggenehl.
Artur Szyk, a Polish Jewish artist
and calligrapher published his version
of the Haggadah in 1940. Illustrated
in the style of an illuminated medieval
Haggadali, he portrays the wise one,
as usual, a,s a. talmid chacham from
the shtetl -complete wi:th peyot, tsitsit
and facz/£cz7e. The wicked one is dressed

in riding breeches, hacking jacket and
boots with spurs, with a horsewhip
tucked under his arm. A cigar frmly
clutched in his mouth, he sports a
monocle and natty Tyrolean hat with
feather, and stands legs akimbo,
arrogant and cocksure. h short, the
complete country squire and
gentleman. Is Szyk equating
wickedness with assimilation? For the
man must be Jewish. Perhaps he is
Yaakov Rosenberg - if not the son,
definitely the grandson, of $7zfefJ

dwellers -who has become, let us say,
Jack Redhill. He has left his Judaism
far
behind,
an
unwelcome
encumbrance to advancement in
society and becoming English. Indeed,
he now aspires to be more English
than the English, even if the patina of
Englishness is thin: "I want my sons
to go to public school," we imagine
him saying, "'Eton or 'arrods, I don't
mind which." allustration E)
Siegmund Forst, an American
illustrator produced two versions of the
Haggadah, each of which had
particularly striking depictions of the
wicked one. In the 1958 version, the
wicked one is shown as a self-hating

Jewish intellectual, trampling on a
Torah scroll and a book, presumably a
rabbinic tome. He symbolises the
sometimes-violent rejection of
irrational and dogmatic religion and all
that `old stuff' from. the past.
(Illustration F) A year +flter, the next
edition replaced him with another
Jewish `type' -the Socialist or Marxist
revolutionary taking an axe to the, in
his eyes, obsolete Ten Commandments,
symbolic of the `opiate of the masses'.

arlustrdion a)
Israel has, of course, produced a

wide range of Haggadot, each of
which have their representations of the
Four Children. A 1955, presumably
Hashomer Ha 'tsa 'ir "zL8ga;dch shows
the wicked one dressed in city clothing
asking the traditional question, `twhat
does this service mean to you?"

(Illustration
H) The TledreIV for
`service', czvoc7czfe, also means `work',
in the sense of work and labour. The
wicked one is portrayed standing
opposite a kibbutz, trees, irrigation
pipes and a spade -symbols of the
czi/odcz% which will transform the land.
It was not so long ago that socialist
Zionist groups, like ffczs%o7#er
ffcz'tscz'Z7', still argued that the only
authentic czJz.};cz% was settling the land.

Living in Tel Aviv was preferable to
life in the Diaspora, but only in
working the land did you give real
meaning to crJz.};cz%, and fulfilled the

Zionist dream in its true sense and
entirety.

An illustration in a 1994 Haggadah,
by a 14-year-old religious Zionist girl,
portrays the wicked one as a Meir
Ka:hare sappotier. (Illustration D A
fist clutches a swastika, below which
is a rifle in a pool of blood with a
#j2pczfe on the bayonet. This was the
year in which Baruch Goldstein
machine-gunned 30 Arabs in Hebron
at Purim, just one month before
Pesach.
Feczs'Z o/ Freedo772, the Haggadah

of the

American

Conservative

Synagogue (1982) uses tom-paper
collage for its illustrations. In most
Haggadot, the illustration identifies
the particular son. Here, though, the
artist has used overlapping colours and
shapes, so that it is by no means clear
which one is which. Maybe the artist

is reflecting the sense that, in our tine,
the categories are not clear-cut and

that we probably contain within
ourselves elements of all four.

The Animated Haggadah (198S)
portrays the wicked one as a punk,
orange-dyed hair, done mohican style,
a safety pin through his ear. The
English translation renders `wicked'
here aLs CrebeAlious' . allustration I)

The illustrations in the Haggadah
are often as much a commentary as
the written one. But the true
commentary, the one that keeps the
Haggadah real and alive, is the one
that has been made at millions of seder
tables over the course of 2000 or more
Pesachs. It is the sharing of the stories
and lives, the freedoms and
enslavements of those sitting around
the seder table, which preserves the
Haggadah as a living conduit between
our past and our present. The Fozj7.ffe

World Haggadah has wide margins "to fill in with your commentary" it
suggests to the reader.
The genius of the seder is that it
works at the level of memory at least
as much as that of history. History is

the record of what happened to other
people. We can read it but need not
feel personally involved. Memory,
however, is what happened to us. It is
our story, our existence that is recorded
in it, which we re-enact, relive, each
year. Even if we have never been to
Egypt, let alone left it, the Haggadah
has that remarkable capacity to make
all Jews `time travellers' for an
evening. "Of the making of books there
is no end" - fortunately! I

#o%%¥_REe£,a_hora:d_i:teenofRtahbebLtsgif
stip#ghi##eamn3n%|s.trif:F:!%rmessrnnaH:e%:inacned
Practical Rabbi:vies at LBC c[nd is Co~chcdr Of
the RSGB Asse;n'l,bly Of Rabbis.

Siegmund Forst, Europe and USA,1959
(Illus. G)

Siegmund Forst, 1958.

Tavi Livni, Israel,1955 © Yavneh Publishers.

(Illus. F)

(Illus. H)

Tanya Zion.

(Illus. I)

Rony Oren, Animated Haggadah, Israel,
© Jonathan Lubell, Scopus Films.

(Illus. J)
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of Reform rabbis got word of this
incident, we asked for a meeting with
our Conservative colleagues. The only
recommendation they could make was
that we add signatures to this and any
future document, to assure a minimum
of three male rabbis.
If we follow Rabbi Marmur' s notion

of "confomity for the sake of unity",

KEEPING IN STEP

two difficulties arise. First, even if we
followed the suggestion of our
Conservative
colleagues,
this
capitulation would still not achieve
"unity" with the Orthodox who would

Lawrence Englander

continue to view our entire conversion

In MARINA 65 and MA;ININA 66, Rabbi Dow Marmur and Rabbi
John Rayner began a dialogue over the nature Of Reform and
Lil)eral Judaism and their respective relationships to Idol Yisrael.
the world-wide Jewish conununity. A distinguished Canadian rabbi,
Lawrence A Englander adds his perspective.

A::1bEa?:c?::,Eir;ny:I::o:e:ce:;N:
and I enjoyed the hospitality of both
Refomi and Liberal congregations. So
it was with considerable interest that I
followed the exchange between rabbis
Dow Marmur and John Rayner, in
recent issues of A4:4IVIV4 regarding
Progressive attitudes toward fecz/¢frfez.c

observance.

As I understand Rabbi Marmur, he
advocates that Progressive Jews seek
"conformity for the sake of unity" with
k/cz/ yz.srczc/, particularly regarding

matters of personal status. The will of
k/cz/ yz.srczc/ is determined by what is

acceptable to "the majority of the
Jewish people". Rabbi Rayner, while
sharing the desire to promote the
overall welfare of k/CZJ y!.srczc/, does

not perceive this to lie in finding a

ground of common observance.
Rather, he argues, the challenge faced
by all Jews is to create an atmosphere
of mutual respect so that we remain
united through "solidarity: the deepdown feeling that we are one people
with a common history, purpose and
destiny."

Our situation in North America is
somewhat different, since the Reform
movement here embraces the
ideologies of both Liberal and Reform
in Britain. For example, some of our
rabbis accept the principle of
patrilineal descent and some do not.
Yet most of my colleagues would not
turn away a patrilineal Jew who sought
the right to be included in the
congregation. Against that, at least in
some
instances,
both
British
Progressive movements hew more
closely to traditional practice than do

20

process as illegitimate. But second,
and more importantly, to what extent
should we compromise strongly-held
ethical values - values we uphold as
Jcwz.sfe - in order to conform? The
council of Reform rabbis unanimously
rejected this ``offer" and we continue
to treat women and men as equal

many of my colleagues. Most North
American Reform communities do not

partners in matters of feczJczk/7czfe. By

issue gztfz.7z. Those who do would not

proselytes to the 77tz.fug/7 because we

necessarily recommend that the
woman obtain an Orthodox gcf to
ensure the status of any future
offspring. With regard to religious
services, there also appears to be more
similarity between the two Progressive
movements in Britain than can be
found within the single movement in
North America. What is it, then, that
differentiates Liberal from Reform?
Reading the articles by rabbis
Marmur and Rayner, I gain the
impression that they are divided
mainly by social - might one even
venture to say political - concerns.
While I find much merit in both
rabbis' arguments, I find it puzzling
that neither of them bases their
perceived differences upon any

perceive this to be a mz.£zi/cz/?.

ffeco/ogz.cczJ

ground.

My

modest

contribution to this dialogue will be to
identify such a principle which,
although known and acknowledged by
both previous contributors, needs to be
brought to the surface in this
discussion.
It is illustrated by this significant

incident which took place a few years
ago in Toronto. A couple, members of
a Reform synagogue, had adopted a
baby girl and had taken her to the
mikveh with a. Belt Din. When she
reached school age, they wished to
eurol her in the local Conservative day
school. When the headmaster received
the certificate of conversion, he noted
that one of the signatures was that of a
female rabbi and decided to refer this
matter to the Conservative Beg.f Dz.7?.

They ruled that the child' s conversion
was not acceptable. When our council

the same token, we continue to take

I believe that we aITived at this
socz.cz/ stand due to a universally held

theological
a.ssu"ptlon.
As
Progressive Jews, we believe that
God's revelation to us is not finished,
that we have not yet arrived at a
complete understanding of God or a
thorough fulfilment of divine will.
Abraham Geiger called this notion
"progressive revelation" t teaching that
Judaism continues to evolve as new
insights
are
discovered
and
incorporated into our ever-developing
tradition.
I perceive this principle to have both
radical and conservative implications.
Like Rabbi Rayner, I believe that it is a
mz.fzvczfe

for

our

Progressive

movements to graft new branches onto
the trunk of our tradition so that
Judaism can continue to grow. After
all, that is what Rabbinic tradition has
always done. A few examples will
suffice. Although the Torah allows for
capital punishment, the rabbis hedged
this
penalty
with
so
many
qualifications
as
to
render
it
impossible to impose.2 Hillel' s prozz)wJ
enabled loans to persist beyond the
sabbatical year, even though this
enactment clearly contradicted the
spirit of biblical law.3 And they saw no
reason to maintain the degrading ritual
of sofcz for the suspected adulteress,
despite its status as a rorczfe law.4 In

our own time, when we bring
considerations of sexual equality into
our observance of Jewish law, I
strongly believe that we continue this
work of the rabbis.
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Like Rabbi Marmur, I believe that,
for the graft to take hold, the trunk of
our historical tradition must be
continually nourished. Therefore,
whenever an individual or community
decides to discard or change an aspect
of fecz/czkfeczfe,

the burden of proof

should be on the innovator to present a
clear and convincing reason for the
change. Without this cczvcczf, we run

the
risk
of relegating
observance to an art form in
every

personal

taste

is

cgz/cz/Jy

legitimate.
In putting this theological principle
into practice in our daily lives, it seems
to me that the two Progressive
movements in Britain have far more in
common than the issues which divide
them.
The
secret
of
success
for
Progressive
Judaism
was
acknowledged in 1946 by Basil
Henriques and, I believe, is just as
applicable today. "We must not puzzle

these men and women by making them
think that there are three forms of
Judaism ... whereas there are in fact
only two, the Orthodox and the
progressive."5

This is not to say that the two
movements should not continue to
exist side by side. Institutional loyalty
can be a very strong bonding agent.
Moreover,
our movements
are
stengthened by offering a rich diversity
of belief and practice based upon
car.eful
study
of
tradition.
Notwithstanding
that
variety
encompassed within Liberal and
Reform one should never lose sight of
the common outlook that unites them.
I do not fear that we shall witness a
great schism within the Jewish people
in the years ahead. Rather, I see the
emergence of two distinct exprcssz.o73s
of Judaism - Orthodox and
Progressive -two ways of interpreting
the same tradition we received from
our ancestors. For the Progressive
movements to promote unity amongst

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne
in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & C0
Chartered Accountants and Registered Auditors
40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313
FACSIMILE: 020 7580 2179

EMAIL: FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA Graham Kinch

the entirety of kJcz/ yz.srczcJ, they must

also preserve it between themselves I
\

See Ma,x Wiener. Abraham Geiger and
Liberal Judaism (Clncinna.t±.. Hebrew
Union College Press, 1981), e.g. pp. 86,
168-9.

2

Mishnah soHfecdri.n 8:1-2, A4okkof 1:10.

3

Mishnah sfrcvl. 'z.f 1 0:3-4.

4.

Mishnahsofa9:9.

5.

Synczgogwc Rcv!.cw, July 1946, p.101.

LAWRENCE A ENGLANDER fecrs bee7i
Rabbi Of Solel Congregation Of Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada, since ordination in 1975. A
f ormer Editor Of the CCAR ]oumal, he is Chair Of
the HUC-CCAR Joint Cormission on Sustaining
Rabbinic Education. During a sabbatical leave,
he was visiting professor at Leo Baeck College
for the spring semester Of 1999.

Companies & Individuals need to be
aware of problems that could jeopardize
the prosperity of their business.
As auditors, financial strategists and
general commercial advisers, we
control those problems, delivering

problems Companies 8c Individuals have
to face.

To control your prosperity contact
Robert Green or Anthony Pins on
020 7794 5611 or fax us for further
information on 020 7431 1109.

Nyman Libson Paul
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Regina House,
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Email: mail@nymanlibsonpaul.co.uk

London NW3 5JS

Website: www.nymanlibsonpaul.co.uk
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For seventy years, customers have been applauding

"One of the five
best hi~fi shops

Grahams' performance.
We offer the finest audio and visual technology,

im this w®fffld''

with intelligent, informed and friendly staff. Our listening

rooms are air-conditioned and we have our own car park.
Most of our customers come back many times,

sometimes to add to their equipment, sometimes just for a
good music recommendation and a chat.

LPERFORMANCE
JAL

They value the service that we offer. We value them.

INSTALLATION

A
DESIGN

phone 020 7226 5500

Grahams Hi-Fi, Canonbury Yard,190a New North Road, London N17SB Tel: 020 7226 5500 Fax: 020 7359 7620
Email:enq@grahams.co.uk

http://www.grahams.co.uk
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of Midrash at the Hebrew Union
College in America. Cohen's book
"Vo!.ces /ro77? Ge7}csz.s " deals with the

MOVING
FORWARD
Daniel Smith
VOICES FROM GENESIS:
GUIDING US THROUGH THE
STAGES OF LIFE
by Norman J Cohen
Jewish Lights Publishing, Vermont,
1999; ppl92, ISBN 1-879045-75-3;
$21.95 hb.

Miha:::a¥r,y:o:VBR::Rb*:sr:::L::
White Russia, who founded Lubavitch
Chassidism. He was put in jail in
St. Petersburg because the opponents
of his movement informed against him
- p/£fs fcz cfecz#ge. The Russian Chief

of Police visited him in prison and
was impressed by the learned Jewish
scholar. He asked the Rav some
questions that had long troubled him:
"How are we to understand that God,

the All-Knowing,
"Where are you?"

asked

Adam

The Rav replied: ``Do you believe

the Scriptures have eternal value and
speak to every person in every
generation?"
"I believe

this,"

replied

the.

policeman.
The Rav continued: "Well, in every
era, God calls to every person, and

asks them "Where are you? So many
days and years of your allotted life
have passed, how far have you got in
your life?" God says something like
this: "You have lived forty-six years.
How far are you?"
When the Chief of Police heard his
own age of forty-six mentioned he was
shaken. He pulled himself together,
put a hand on the Rav's shoulders and
said "Bravo", but in his heart he still
trembled.
The Bible stories should shake us,
too. They speak to us wherever we are
and at every stage of our life. This is
the belief of Norman Cohen, Professor
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life cycle journey from birth to death
as reflected by the characters of the
book of Genesis. He believes that every
reader in every generation can draw
new and poignant meaning from the
Biblical text. By immersing ourselves
in its sacred stores we can find out
about our own true natures, about who
we are and who we can become.
The Bible speaks to us in every age,
and at whatever age we are, but it may
require Midrash to make the message
meaningful. The midrashic process
has always been dynamic interaction
between the reader and the text.
Midrash may help to uncover meaning
previously hidden within the text, but
it also helps to uncover what had
previously been hidden within the
reader. This is the essence of `Modem
Midrash'. We each bring all our

general and personal experience of
twenty-first century humanity, and
have a dialogue with the text.
Cohen's book is based on the
insights of one of Freud's great
disciples - the brilliant Erik Erikson,
who is the father of life-span
developmental psychology. Erikson
spent his life developing the notion of
identity. His Danish parents separated
before he was born, and he was
brought up by a German stepfather
and ended up with mixed Danish/
Geman Christian/Jewish background.
No wonder he spent his life dealing
with the crisis of human identity indeed it was Erikson who gave us the
term "Identity-Crisis". His writings are
full of wisdom and wit. He said "We
must take our theories with a serious
playfulness and a playful seriousness".
Erikson saw life as a series of eight
stages, each of which has its crucial
task that must be more or less
accomplished if we are to grow to the
next stage. For example, a baby has to
develop
some
basic
trust
in
relationships. The adolescent has to
resolve role confusions and develop a
clear identity. The young adult has to
deal with the tension between intimacy
and isolation. The mature adult has to
find ways to be generative or else suffer
stagnation.
Cohen displays creative imagination
in
using
Erikson's
model
in
combination with the midrashic
method. He takes the different
characters of Genesis to represent
different stages of life. Some of Cohen' s
images are strong, such as seeing Adam
as a newborn child. Adam grows as he

encounters the world and names the

various
animals
and
objects,
controlling the world by knowing
names and learning relationships.
Adam and Eve represent infancy well.
The Garden of Eden is an appropriate
symbol of the womb or the nursery
from which we must be expelled if we
are to grow.
Cain and Abel help us to understand
the next level of relationship beyond

parent/child as we encounter a fellow
sibling. At the end of Genesis, Jacob
presents himself as an example of vital
old age, reflecting on his life and
passing on his blessing.
Cohen develops his themes well, but
the idea has its limits. The biblical

characters are more complex, and most
of them cannot be limited to represent
just one phase of life. For example,
Cohen
presents
Abraham
as
descriptive of adolescence and Isaac as
a typical young adult. The very
beginning of Abraham is indeed a
good description of the adolescent
having to leave his parents' household
and setting out on a personal journey
of discovery. Abraham responds to the
/ccfe /ccfecz call, and makes the move

from adolescence to young adulthood
by saying fez.7272c#cz. - behold this who I

am, here is my identity. But having
done that, for most of his story,
Abraham is well beyond adolescence.
The Abraham of commitment in the
covenant, the Abraham is well beyond
adolescence.
The
Abraham
of
commitment in the Covenant, the
Abraham of peace and war with Lot
and Melchizedek, and the Abraham of
renunciation at the binding of Isaac these are all far more mature images.
Isaac is also uncomfortable in the role
of young adult, since he never
negotiated his adolescence. He never
really left home but remained in the
shadow of his father. His wife was
chosen for him, and his children
manipulated him. He was always ruled
by others.

Life span development may be best
displayed in the developing character
of Jacob. Parental problems lead to
sibling rivalry, forcing Jacob to leave
home on a journey of self-discovery.
He learns that you have to earn a living
if you are to live your own life. He has
a love-at-first-sight experience with
Rachel, but over the years the mature
Jacob comes to value and love deeply
the reliable, hard-working and
childbearing Leah. He becomes Israel,
but he continues to be Jacob.
Erik Erikson gives us important
tools to examine life and literature by

going beyond Freud's blend of matter
Continued on next page
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and mind. Freud saw personal growth
as a blend of somatic factors - bodily
growth and development - and
psychological factors - personal
relations with objects and people,
particularly our parents. But, Erikson
crucially added a third ingredient to
individual growth. Perhaps because of
his personal experience, Erikson
added social factors, such as culture
and society. He was well aware that
history and geography and politics
could deeply influence our identity.
Erikson totally renounced Hitler's
vision of Europe and went to America.
After the war he also opposed
Mccarthy's vision of America.
Erikson was one of the few academies
who bravely and publicly resigned his
university position rather than
acquiesce even in some small way in
Mccarthy-style witch-hunts. Although
he was not and never had been a
communist, he was not willing to state
this as part of his contract of
employment.
Erikson had a comprehensive vision
that went beyond the psychoanalytic
emphasis
on
the
two-person
relationship, and also included an array
of social, political and historical
conditions that influence individual
psychology. It was this awareness that
helped him, as a psychologist, to see
what Mccarthyism really was. In his
letter of resignation he said: "Mine is a
highly specialised place in an area of
knowledge still considered rather
marginal to true science. My field
includes the study of the tremendous
waste in human energy which proceeds
from irrational fear and from irrational

Throughout
Genesis

God calls us

through the
characters
Of the Bible.

Twe return

to the question

with which
we began:
fycka "W7here

are you in
your life? "

Adam gave

the wrong

answer -

my subject of investigation -people and my students to work with me, if I
were to participate without protest in a
vague,
fearful
and somewhat

"I was hiding" .

jeopardise the individual identity

Abraham

At every stage of rife we must lean
to respond: "Here am I". This answer is
always the same and yet different
because the place where we are changes
as we go through life. When we have
sorted out the challenge of one stage it
is time to move on to the next task.
When adolescents discover their
identity, it is time for them to move on
to intimacy. When adults think they
finally have their occupation, family
role and mortgage in control, they find
they have moved to a mid-life crisis.
This is successfully resolved when they
move on to the challenges and
opportunities in the second half of life.
You will notice in the Bible that
every time the hero gives the right
answer, "Here am I", God always says
something 1.ike lech lecha or kum lech,
"Get up and go somewhere else",
because the place where we are is never
the final resting-place. As long as we
are alive, we have not yet arrived. At
every stage of the journey of life we
can listen to the Bible and always hear
voices giving us new meanings and
directions.

gave the right

answer "Here am I,

Norman J Cohen, "Voz.ccs /ro77t
Genesis.. Guiding us through the
Sfc}gcs a/ Lz./c", Jewish Lights
Publishing, Woodstock, Vermont,
1998.

EirLk

ErLksorL..

"Childhood

and

Socz.cty", (Penguin) 1950.

"Identity and the Lif e Cycle" (Notton)

f ully present,

formation of members of minority

and at your

groups,
and
limit their
full
participation in society. Similarly it is
important not to let the stages of
human development themselves

service " .
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preoccupation, but he showed that
identity development is relevant for
the infant, and the process does not
cease in later years. Indeed a `Mid-lifecrisis' can well be understood as a
second adolescence allowing our
identity crisis to re-emerge so that we
can rethink our notion of self.
Throughout Genesis God calls us
through the characters of the Bible. We
return to the question with which we
began: Ayckcz "Where are you in your
life?"
Adam gave the wrong answer - "I
was hiding".
Abraham gave the right answer "Here aln I, fully present, and at your
service".

gestures which are part of what we call
"history". I would find it difficult to ask

vindictive gesture devised to ban an
evil in some magic way".
Our religious and psychological
theories should affect our conduct.
Erikson's psychological insights
helped him see people and history in a
clear light, and he lived by that light,
supporting rights for Jews, blacks and
women. He was aware that racial and
sexual prejudices create negative
stereotypes that become internalised
and accepted by blacks and women,
too. These stereotypes come to

become stereotypical and limited.
Erik Erikson accepted that every
stage of life includes aspects of every
other stage.
Erikson presented
`identity' as the adolescent's great

1959, 1980.

" Identity: Youth and Crisis" (Notion)
1968.

RABBI DANIEL SMITH I.s Se#z.or A4z.#z.sfer o/
Edgware and District Reform Synagogue and
trained as a psychotherapist. He is fifty yearsold this year and interested in mid-life crisis.
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When the editor of A4AIVIVA invited

WHERE

JEWS
LEFT

SIR SIDNEY HAMBURGER AND
MANCHESTER JEWRY, RELIGION,
CITY AND COMMUNITY
by Bill Williams
Valentine Mitchell, London, 1999,
ISBN 085303 363 3 £25.00 hb.

THE LOST JEWS OF CORNWALL
Edited by Keith Pearce
and Helen Fry
Bristol, 2000, pp 340,

"W

ISBN 1900178 27 3 £14.95 pb.

ELCOME TO MANCIIESTER,

THEIR

New City of the New Age.
Millennial
Manchester,
married to money, Man. United and
most mega of all Marks & Spencers

JVIARK

and alliteration. Join me in Schlock
City, home of Shopping and Funning.
Forgive me if I sound prim.

David Jacobs

Manchester is my town and you
always like your town as it was"
(Howard ]a.cobsorL in The Independent
Review Section 3rd December 1999).

me into his office in the autumn of
1999 and handed over the Hamburger
book he asked, "Who else but you
combines a thirty-year love of AngloJewish history with a forty-eight year
knowledge and experience of Britain' s
second largest Jewish community and
a thirty-five year lovethate relationship
with Manchester's other football team,
Manchester City?"
He followed this compelling
invitation with a further request during
Cfecz72z6kkcz/t to review a book about the

Lost Jews of Cornwall, a region that
regular readers of my book reviews
will be surprised to learn contains no
mention of my family. The only remote
link with this farthest outpost of
Anglo-Jewry is that my wife and I have
just returned from a trip to Australia
where we visited the old Jewish
cemetery in Ballarat. There you can
find the grave of Abraham Barnett
Simmons, the tenth child of Rabbi
Bamett Asher Simmons who was the
rabbi of Penzance intermittently from
1811 to 1859. His wife Flora Simmons

is buried in the Jewish Cemetery
situated on the edge of the bleak,
windswept Brecon Beacons near
Merthyr Tydfil. This cemetery, too,
has been visited by the Jacobs' - on
their honeymoon in 1983.

OA~It i?.Cfroc~o*

S. C. HAMBURGER
0ffldal lABOuR Candidate

___~.7=`+?.rch.¥drt,k].g;
Election leaflet, November 1946.

Sideey&GertredewiththecastOfCorouzlfLonsitect,1968.
(Courtesry Of Manchester Evening News)

Both the books under review contain
fascinating
insights
and
new
understandings of the interplay
between the distinctive Jewish life and
non-Jewish environment in which
Jews live, work and pray.
By 1890 all my eight greatgrandparents, Isaac Asher and Annie
Isaacs, Hyman Monat and Sarah
Jacobs, Louis Marks aka Gershon
Mordchal and George Burman and his
wife Jessie and Arthur and Sophia
Balon had arrived in Manchester.
Each in their own special way was to
contribute to the development of
Jewish business and religious life in
the city both individually and through
their children, my grandparents.
Isaac Asher Isaacs and his wife
Annie arrived in Manchester from
London in 1872. Isaac had received
the
Jews'
Commemoration
Scholarship at the Jews Free School in
1864
where
his
great-great-

granddaughter Leah Monat Jacobs
would follow him 130 years later. The
Isaacs' moved north for Isaac to take
up the position of Secretary of the
Manchester Great Synagogue on
Cheetham Hill Road. Annie became a
founder member of the Jewish Ladies
Sidney, then Mayor of Saiford, with Margo Fonteyn & Rndolf Nureyev, 1968.
(Ccyilrteay of the Stockport Advertiser)
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Visiting committee in 1884 whose
object was `to visit the poor and attend

MANNA SPRING 2000

Whereas the Manchester Jewish coryununity
has gone from strength to strength since its
inception in the 1790s, the communities Of

Penzance, Falmouth and Truro have all
but disappeared from the Jewish
map Of Britain.
to their sanitary condition' -as quoted
in the first edition of the Jcwz.sfe ycczr
Book 1896. Following an 11 year
tenure, Isaac sought `promotion' from

the Great Synagogue and became the

paid Secretary of the Manchester
Congregation of British Jews which
had been founded in 1856 in Park
Place, Cheetham, a stone' s throw from
the Great Synagogue. In addition to
these responsibilities, Isaac was the
clerk to the Jewish Board of
Guardians, founded in 1867, whose
object was the `relief, general and
medical of the Jewish poor and it also
granted loans without interest, and
apprenticed Jewish youths'. Isaac was
also the Honorary Secretary of the
Visiting Committee of the Hebrew
Congregations of Manchester and
Liveapool. Its function was to make
arrangements for Jewish ministers to
visit
hospitals,
prisons
and
workhouses. The Committee also

arranged for the due observance of the
practices of Judaism by Jewish boys
committed to industrial schools and
also for their religious education.
(Jewish Year Book 1900101).
Bill Williams, the distinguished

historian of Manchester Jewry,
founder of the Manchester Jewish
Museum and the Manchester Studies
department at the local metropolitan
university and a prime mover in
Manchester's attempt to establish a
Holocaust
Museum,
examines
critically the nature of Jewish
leadership in provincial Anglo-Jewry
in the post-war years. He considers the
relationship between membership of a
minority community and participation
in the political affairs of the majority.
Williams successfully answers some
rarely asked questions as to how
leaders emerge in a voluntary-minority
society within which leadership is not
legally defined nor structurally
determined. He further explores the
expectations a minority community
has of its leaders and how these are
discharged. He critically analyses the
relationship between the exercis6 of
communal and civic authority.
The focus of Williams' book, Sir
Sidney Hamburger, was born on the
14 July 1914 in Great Cheetham Street
in Higher Broughton, Salford in the
northerly part of what would have been
considered then "the feoz.cfecr /c77sfcr

part of the Jewish ghetto". Sidney's
parents were recent immigrants from
the Russian Empire who, denied
religious and economic opportunities
in Czarist Russia, were attracted to
Manchester. Coincidentally another
couple to be attracted to the city were
my great-grandparents, Hyman and
Sarah Jacobs. Hyman came from a
small town near Lodz, known as the
Polish Manchester because of the
cotton industry so dominant in both
cities. Indeed, if one looks at
contemporary photographs of both
cities with their towering chimneys
and "dark, satanic mills" their many
similarities are clear.
One of the more fascinating strands
that runs through the book is the
changing nature and multi-layered
dynamic of Jewish identity, both

personally and communally, as seen
through the character of Sir Sidney
Hamburger and how vitally his
orthodox Judaism motivated and
underpinned his work. His story
highlights the fluid and varied nature
of Jewish identity now and in
generations that have gone before us.
At the turn of the century ``the
colossus of the Manchester Jewish
community" was Nathan Laski, a selfmade cotton merchant of Russian birth
and Manchester upbringing. Laski's
communal career was evidence "that
loyalty to one's country and adherence
to one's religious beliefs are not
incompatible". Laski had blended the
two into one harmonious whole. This
illustrated "eloquently that here in
Manchester... a Jew who is proud of
his Judaism may also be an
Englishman of whom Englishmen are
justly proud". Those experiences and
examples of a mutual strengthening
were replicated two generations later
when my wife, Hannah was a Liberal
borough councillor in the London
Borough of Kingston-upon-Thames
and your reviewer worked for the
London Borough of Brent as a
Neighbourhood Schools Worker.
Within a liberal political and social
environment, observant Reform and
Orthodox Judaism is not a bar to
contributing in a substantial way to
the wellbeing and development of our
civic society.

Israel Levin, Jeweller, Market Jew Street, Penzance c. 1880.
/Courtesy: Penlee House Art Gallery and Museum)
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Throughout his life, Hamburger,
whether as a politician in Salford, or
as chairman of the Northwest Region
Health Authority framed his hopes for
the city of Salford and the region in
moral terms. Whenever Hamburger
was in a public position to do so, as
Mayor of Salford for example, he set
Continued on next page
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out to disseminate moral values as the
cement of family, citizenship and
community. Judaism was the central
motivating force of his life.
Williams concludes: ``However
much he preached the virtues of
citizenship to his Jewish constituents
and however effectively he persuaded
them to look beyond the community
for their models of change, his very
evident priority was to match widening
cultural and political horizons with a
Jewish continuity centred on religious
belief and practice." It was in the
making of this match that his

contributions

to
communal
development - his work with the
Manchester Jewish Representative
Council, his leadership of the
Healthlands project, the development
of residential resources for the elderly,
Chairman of the Health authority and
latterly his work for Soviet Jewry, were
at their most distinctive.

Whereas the Manchester Jewish
community has gone from strength to
strength since its inception in the
1790s when a small group of Jewish
settlers met in the Garden Street
warehouse to set up the Manchester
Hebrew
Congregation,
the
communities of Penzance, Falmouth
and Truro have all but disappeared
from the Jewish map of Britain. In
"The Lost Jews of Cornwall" aL
"genuinely co-operative enterprise

between Jews and non-Jews differing
greatly in their background and beliefs
but drawn together in a common
purpose" the editors and their
consultant have added vastly to the
fund of Anglo-Jewish provincial
history. The editors have republished
for a wider audience three previously

Alexander Jacob Of Falmouth fleft) with
three Cornish miners, c.1859.
(Courtesy: executors
Alexander Jacob)

of the archive of

published classic texts, 7lfec Jcwf o/
Falmouth 1740-1860 by the Lzl+a AIex
lacoto, Penz;ance, the Decline cthd Fall
of an Anglo-Jewish Conununity 1720J9J3,
by
the
distinguished
Anglo-Jewish historian Cecil Roth,
and an intriguing piece on the Jews of
Comwall in local tradition by Venetia
Newell. Newell considers some
Cornish expressions including the
term "Market-Jew crow". She quotes
from Charles Swainson's book, "7lfec

Folklore and Provincial Names of
British Birds" (London,1885) who
suggests that this phrase is the "local
expression for a hooded crow which
given this name because the species
frequented
that
particular
neighbourhood. The bird not only has
a poor local reputation - St Neot had
to impound the whole species every
Sunday because people were absent
from church scaring them off the crops
- but its appearance is unattractive, so

that any racialist undertone may seem
unhappy".
The authors plead for greater support
and recognition for their work in
preserving the final resting-place of the
Jews who lived in Penzance, Falmouth
and the surrounding area. The authors
build upon the original work of Rabbi
Dr Nicholas de Lange and Jennifer
Speake who more than 20 years ago
recorded the inscriptions on the
gravestones in these towns' cemeteries.
We now have through their recently
commissioned
translation
the
inscriptions on all the existing Jewish
tombstones. The authors have scoured
local, national and personal archives to

piece together a detailed picture of the
trades and occupations of the Jews of
the towns. Lemon Hart was said to be a
Royal Navy victualler and he gave his
name to the world famous rum. Sadly
much of the rich heritage of Jewish
Penzance
and
Falmouth
has
disappeared. Only a few of the ritual
artefacts from the synagogues are

preserved, one or two of them in the
Jewish Museum in Camden Town. A
few remain in private hands but the
vast majority is lost forever.
Both Williams and the authors of the
Jewish Comwall book deserve much
praise for their work. Both professional
scholars

and

those

workingo in

partnership with enthusiastic amateur
historians and genealogists should
emulate their work. This will enable
Anglo-Jewry to better record and
acknowledge the fullness of the
experience of the members of Jewish
communities - from the smallest
through Manchester, the largest
provincial community, all the way to
London's suburbs, where two-thirds of
Anglo-Jewry now reside I
DAVID JAC0BS is /fag Dz.7-ec./o;. o/fy#agog.fe
Support for the RSGB, a Vice-President Of the
RSGB and a member of the Council Of the Jewish
Historical Society of England. David has

suffered for 40 years from being a Manchester
City supporter.
HAL:NNAH JACOBS who collaborated in the

Rabbi Isaac Bischofswerder of Penzance (extreme right) with fanily and friends
C. /889. (Courtesy: Victor Bishop of Norwich)
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writing of this article is Jewish Care's Jewish
Programming, Training and Development
Officer. They are both members of Finchley
Reform Synagogue
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SEDER

or is it? Trying to unravel the
symbolism and solve the mystery is at
the very heart of these books.
They are a collection of 20 essays on
church and synagogue traditions,
covering prayer, Holy Week, Sfeczv#of
and even art and music. But it all
comes back to the seder. That remains
at the heart of the debate.
These studies are the latest in the
series "Two Liturgical Traditions" ,
and bring a wealth of well argued
evidence on the history of our festival
in early Christian times. If you believe

Ml®HT

the evidence, our Hczggczdczfe was not

Michael Hilton

Hczggczczczfe, it is now argued, were in

part of the Church' s early development
of Easter rites. The ancient and
medieval influence was much more the
other way round. The authors of the
fact responding to early Christian

PASSOVER AND EASTER:
THE SYMBOLIC
RESTRUCTURING OF SACRED
SEASONS

Edited by Paul F Bradshaw and
Lawrence A Hoffroan
(Volumes 5 and 6 of
Two Liturgical Traditions)
University of Notre
Dame Press, Indiana, 1999
Vol 5 pp 252 ISBN 0-268-03857-0

(hardback) $38.00
0-268-03589-7 ®aperback)
Vol 6 pp 224 ISBN 0-268-03858-0
(hardback) $38.00
0-268-03860-0 toaperback)

his special vestments, just like

THE the
PRIEST
priests IS
of old.
WEARING
He smiles
as, with great care, he gives out the
wafers to each and every person who
comes forward, saying to each one:
"This is the body of Christ". There

are a few wafers left. Dramatically
he swallows the remaining ones,
making sure every crumb is eaten.
With a clean linen cloth he wipes
round the bowl, making sure nothing
is left.

The master of the fcczcr wears his
special white jfz.ffc/, a sign of purity.

He has just enjoyed a wonderful
meal, but it is not quite over. "The
meal is not finished" he announces
"until we have found and eaten the

disturbing both to many Jews and
many Christians. For this reason I fear
that these books will be read by few,
and ignored by most. What will prove
most disturbing to Jewish readers are
the two contributions from the Israeli
scholar Israel Yuval. Yuval is a
medieval specialist but here he tries to
unravel
early
Jewish-Christian
relations, with a paper entitled "Eczszcr
and Passover as Early JewishChristian
Dialogue".
A
brlef
quotation will give something of the
flavour of the article. Yuval quotes the
declaration we make on seder night
when we lift up the unleavened bread,
fecz Jczcfe"cz cz7!y¢, "This is the bread of

affliction that our forefathers ate in
the land of Egypt." And he comments:
These words appear to be aimed
against the Christian liturgical
parallel drcown from Jesus's words,
``This is my body which is given for

you: do this in remembrance of me" .
(Luke 22: 19)

In Yuval's scdcr, we are forced to
give a symbolism to the unleavened
bread and the bitter herbs because
Jesus at his last supper had himself
made the bread and wine into powerful
symbols. Jews had to respond to the
claims of Christianity. They did not do
so openly, by directly mentioning
Christian claims, but in a hidden

czfl.komcz7?, and we have made sure

symbolism. The cz/z.ko;7ccz# is called

nothing is left."
The similarity is obvious and

fzcz/z4#, which means ``hidden" in our
feczggczdof, the books we use on seder
night.

probably no coincidence. Yet there
are obvious differences too. We think
of the communion wafer as
frcz73s/ormczfz.vc, believed by some

actually to become the body of
Christ. By contrast, the cz/I.ko772cz72 is

simply a piece of unleavened bread -
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claims.
Such a conclusion is bound to be

Another answer suggests itself
however. Symbol was a Greek word
taken up both by Christians and Jews.
Referring to an item in a symbolic way
is a way of coping with its loss. Just as
Christians learned to cope with the
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A theory was proposed by Robert Eisler
in 1925, and revived by Dcrvi,d Doube in
1966, that 8iflho;rn:fin comes f rom the
Greek a;flk!o:rn!enos, f rom the verb " arrive "
and refers to Messiah. The mysterious
word conceals a secret - that Jews at the
seder symbolically eat the Messiah, just
as Christians at the Eucharist `eat'
the body Of Christ.
loss of Jesus by giving a potent
symbolism to the bread and wine of
the ``last supper", so Jews learned to
cope with the loss of the powerful
Temple ritual at Pcsczcfe by giving a
symbolic value to the main foods the Passover offering, now replaced
on the table by a bone, represents the
Holy One passing over the houses of
the Israelites. The unleavened bread
represents the dough which had no
time to rise. And the bitter herbs
represents the bitterness of life in
Egypt - and, no doubt, the bitterness
of life in his own time.
Yuval also turns his attention to

mczfzczfe we eat towards the end of the
seder wa.s given the nEL"e aifekoman.

the cz/I.ko;7?cz#. Here he regards himself
as on firmer ground, for the cz/I.ko77?cz72

The earlier use of the word was for
something that one didn't do, as we

has long been thought of as part of a
Jewish-Christian debate. At the
beginning of the scczcr the leader

see in the reply to the wise son. Yuval
spots this mistake, but misses another

breaks off a piece of mczfzczfa which is

hidden until the end of the meal, and
then eaten last. Often the piece of
#tcz/zczfe is hidden by, or from, the

children present, who are rewarded
for finding it, or revealing where they
have hidden it. This piece of mczfzcz/t
is known as an cz/I.ko/7?cz#, a word
mentioned in the Adz.a/z#czfe, but of

unclear meaning'. A theory was
proposed by Robert Eisler in 1925,
and revived by David Daube in 1966,
that cz/I.kormcz# comes from the Greek
cz/z.ko#?e;7os, from the verb "arrive"
and refers to Messiah. The mysterious
word conceals a secret - that Jews at
the scczcr symbolically eat the
Messiah, just as Christians at the
Eucharist `eat' the body of Christ.
Not surprisingly this theory caused
an outcry in Jewish circles when it
was first published in 1925. The
essential elements of the theory as

that this doctrine was known to
Hillel the Elder, who ate lamb
bitter herbs and matzah together
-the so called `Hillel sandwich'

referred to ±n the Haggadah.2
(iii) that Jesus and his disciples were
aware of this doctrine so that
when he referred to the bread at
the last Supper as his body, this
indicated that he was the
Messiah.3

The main problem with Daube's
theory is that it was only in late
medieval times that the piece of

one. Afikoman is not the Greek for
"he that cometh". Unlike Hebrew,
Greek is strict about tenses, and the
meaning of the Afikomenos is "He
who arrived". Are we to believe that
the reply given to the wise son means
that on seder night we are not to
engage in speculation that the Messiah
has already arrived? If so, it is much
more likely to be a criticism of the
Jews who followed Bar Kokhba than
of secret Christians.
What is exceptionally compelling
and persuasive about these new
volumes is that they put together
insights from different scholars into a
readable single narrative. It is true, as
always in such collections, that the
essays represent different points of
view. Yuval gets carried away by the
thought of Christian influence, but
other authors miss the obvious. Two,

preparation and afterthought. These
volumes are therefore dedicated to the
belief that the smallest detail may be
revealing. Of particular interest to me
is an essay entitled ``Greczf Sczbz7czJfe

and Lent,. Jewish origins''. It has long
been known that the name we give to
the Sabbath before Pcsczcfe, Sfeczbbczz
feczggczczo/, has parallels found in

Christian names for the day before
Easter,
also known as
"Holy
Saturday". Mysteriously, the term is
not found in Jewish sources before
the middle ages, but is mentioned in
the Christian Bible (John 19:31). One

theory is that because the Church had
borrowed the term, the rabbis of the
Talmud stayed quiet about it. More
likely, and discussed at length here,
the term was of Christian origin and
borrowed by medieval Jews. The
Christian season of Lent, on the other
hand, may have Jewish origins in the
cleansing from impurity described on

what we ca.II Shabbat Parah.
Some years ago, in the pages of
A4AJVIVA, I expressed my concern at

inter faith scdcr£. So common are
they, I suggested, that they are
becoming
a
barrier
to
true
understanding. The reality is that the
text of the ZJczggczczczfe is later than the

time of Jesus, but that is not what
many Church groups want to hear.
They want to take part in a scdcr
because they believe that is what Jesus
did.

The last essay in these volumes
takes up the theme. It is written by
Frank Senn, an American Lutheran
minister,
and
entitled
"Sfeo#Jd
Christians Celebrate the Passover?"
His conclusion is striking:

The true Christian Passover is the
Easter vigil. Until congregations

have learned to observe and
celel)rate well their own paschal
feast, they have no business trying
to celebrate someone else's 1
I

Adz.a/27tczfe Pcsczcfez.in

10:8

`They do not

2.

conclude after the Pesacfe czJ}ko77tcz#. '
David Daube Hc 77!czr comcffe (pamphlet)

Pentecost miss the obvious connection
- that both are festivals celebrating

3

London 1966 p.11.
Daube p.13.

cometh', and refers to a secret

divine revelation. In spite of this, the
books fomi a logical narrative, and the

messianic doctrine: 1

reader is drawn forward through the

RABBI DR MICIIAEL HILTON 7!czs/.us/ fa4e#
up a new post as rabbi Of North London Progres~
sive Synagogue, Amhurst Park. He is the author
o/`The Christian Effect on Jewish Life'.

proposed by Daube are:
(i)

(ii)

arguments to the inevitable conclusion
that Passover and Easter are deeply
inter-related, with liturgical traditions
which have always been in dialogue
with each other.
Stories that matter attract a ritual
way of being told. The rituals attract
art, music and games, and require

that cz/I.komcz7t means `he that
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parallel

essays

on

Sfeczi/z4of

and
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ROWING BACK
Denise Williams
used to mark a more important
THE date
VARSITY
on the BOAT
annual RACE
sports
calendar than it does now. All my
family supported Cambridge, who
were on a great winning streak, all,
that is, except my mother. Having
lived in Hammersmith, with the river
at the end of the road, it was an
important event for her and she
supported Oxford because, she said,
`my mother did'. Without any further
details this always seemed a pretty
poor reason to me for consistently
backing the losing side.
But reasons there were. Only with
the research of others was I able to
find them.
I had always been told that my

mother's matemal grandfather was a
minister of the Bath Congregation. He
and his wife were indeed bui.ied in the
small Bath Jewish Cemetery - now
closed - and I had seen the graves.
When Judith Samuel was researching
7lfee ./ews o/Bcz/fe, I happily gave her

this information, handed down orally,
but she was unable to find any
reference to his having been minister.
Then our correspondence took a
dramatic turn. In Oxford she came
across an account of an "Alarming Fire
inoxlordi'.rnJackson'soxf;ordJournal
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on 2 March 1844 and a similar account
of the tragedy headed "Fire and Loss of
Life in St. Ebbe's" in 7lfee Ox/ord
C7zro#z.c/e. And suddenly the pieces of

my falnily jigsaw started to fall into
place.

Details of the calamity were
shocking. "At twenty minutes to three
on Tuesday (27 February) morning ...
the watchman was attracted by a
crackling, as of fire, proceeding from a
house ... in the occupation of Mr Aaron
Jacob [sic] ... he instantly gave the
alarm ... a lodger in the house called

(to) Mr Jacob who was sleeping in the
back room (up three flights of stairs) ...
Mrs Jacob, and one of her daughters,
appeared at a second-floor window,
immediately below which was

fortunately the high and steep roof of a
building ... they were assisted by their

unhappy husband and father; at great
risk, and with some injury, they slid
down the steep roof from which they
were assisted and conveyed to the
house of a neighbour. The son escaped
by the same means, falling headfirst ...
Mr Jacob and his eldest daughter were
still in the house ... the worst fears were
entertained. Father and daughter were
never seen again and in a short time the
house was a body of flame."

Continued on next page
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The city engine eventually arrived
and the fire was subdued. "Early in the
moming the charred and blackened
remains of the father and daughter
removed ... an inquest took place at the

Jo#7.7€cz/ gives full details of the

Horse and Chair, - an inr+ - at St.

inquest, painting a heart-rending

Ebbe's, on Wednesday afternoon."
"Many rumours had been afloat

picture of the 11 year-old Rachel who
"gave her evidence very clearly" and

respecting the circumstances upon this
awful catastrophe ... the rapid progress
of the fire and the dense and suffocating

the broken-hearted widow "led out
by several of the Jewish persuasion who feel very acutely the loss they

were conveyed to London after the
inquest, for interment in the Hebrew
cemetery." [Brady Street]
The report in `/czckso7z 's Oj¥/ord

The Oxf;ord Chronicle a:mouneed
"A Jewish Wedding". The ceremony,
which took place in the garden of a
Mr Kemp, in Queen Street, was
reported in great detail, also in 2lfee
Times.
"Upwards of 300 respectable

citizens,"
females,
imposing
were the

reports that paper, "chiefly
attended to witness the
ceremony". Among them
wives of the Professor of

Grandparents Benjamin Woolf. and Judith (nee Jacobs).
smoke ... were sufficient to account for
the sad event ... the unfortunate man
returning to his room for his money
and his Sacred Books." These were
thought to include a Se/er rorcrfe.
"Mr Jacobs [sic] had been known in

Oxford for 22 years ... very kindiy and
affectionate to his family. Having
accumulated some fifteen hundred
pounds, he several years since returned
to Poland his native county, but having
lost all when Poland was crushed by
Russia, he again retuned to Oxford.
His son had come from Poland only a
week or two since and spoke no
English. I\dr Jacobs was a Rabbi and
much esteemed among his people.
"The remains of father and daughter
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have sustained in the premature death
of one who, as a Rabbi or a
neighbour, commanded the respect
and esteem of all who knew him".
This tragedy encouraged my
interest in finding out the continuing
story of the Oxford family
connection.

Aaron's son, Nathan, took on the
ministerial mantle of his father and is
described by Professor David Lewis,
in his book 7:fee ./ews o/ Ox/o7.d as
"sfeokef and Reader" at Oxford from
1845 to 1858. In August 1844 Nathan

married
daughter
as "the
Oxford".

Hannah Sarah Woolf,
of Isaiah Woolf, described
first Jewish instructor in
It was an ideal match.

Geology and the Master of Pembroke.
Quaintly the bridegroom is described
as the son of the "unfortunate High
Priest" and the bride as ``a fair
Jewess".

The following year on 27 August
1845, their first son was born and,
was named Aaron. At fair intervals,
four more sons were born and two
daughters, the second being named
after Nathan's lost sister Rebecca.
IrL +8S7 The Jewish Chronicle

published an advertisement from the
Cardiff congregation seeking a
competent person to officiate as
Reader, A4lofee/ and Sfeocfeef. Nathan

applied and in 1858 became the first

Minister

to

the

newly

formed
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J73 J864 The Jewish Chronicle 7ieco7ic7ed Zfeczz

the Cardiff Religion School was
``superintended by Rev N Jacobs, whose great
ability as a teacher was soalsf;actorily proved
by the progress Of his papils " .

weekly sum towards the support of the
school, in order that the children of the
poor might share in its benefits. As to
Services, he followed the usual ritual
in the usual manner. If they were to be
blamed for this and for the absence of
English lecturing, they shared it with a
number of country congregations. He
agreed that after the service in question,
there had been some animated
discussion but there was no quarrel.
The complainant obviously had an axe
to grind and the Rev Jacobs could not
resist a few jibes. The gentleman in
question had not been in the synagogue
for three years at least and had never
tried the school. "You must know, sir,
that Mr G... has shown that he has not
forgiven it for refusing to disregard
certain ancient and particularly
essential Hebrew usages for his special
behoof!"
Nevertheless,

the

Rev

Jacobs

preached his first English sermon in
October for Shabbat Shuvah to the
"profound edification of his flock" and
on Yom Kippur he delivered ``a most
impressive discourse in aid of the
distressed Jews of the Holy Land".
In November 1868 a Jewish Day
School was opened in Cardiff for
children of both sexes for "The study
of our ancient language and the
inculcation of the tenets of our sacred
and beloved religion". The teacher was
the Rev H D Marks of London. Six
months later the pupils were examined
in scripture, history, English history,

grammar, geography and spelling, in
each of which they "did credit to
their teacher". Their knowledge
of Hebrew, taught by the Rev Jacobs,
was considered very fair after so

The outhor's great grandf;ather Nathan Jacobs 1880 (?).
congregation. On a Sunday in May
the opening of the Synagogue took
place. The Chief Rabbi was unable to
attend, owing to a recent "domestic
affliction", but "the Rev Mr Jacobs
delivered a sermon which, though
short, was very impressive and to the

teacher was satisfactorily proved by
the progress of his pupils".
On 27 August 1865 as a 20th
birthday present for Aaron, the firstbom, Judith was born; the last of the
Jacobs children. She later became my

grandmother, my mother Hannah being
the youngest of her six daughters.

purpose ... dwelling strongly on the
importance of peace and concord,
being ever the aim of all members".
Early synagogue records were

Jewz.sfe Cfero7€z.c/e from a disgruntled

destroyed by air raids during the war,
but one presumes that things went
smoothly for Nathan and his family.
For in 1864 The Jewish Chronicle
recorded that the Cardiff Religion
School was "superintended by Rev N
Jacobs, whose great ability as a

member complaining of bad behaviour
and a lack of religious leadership.
Nathan Jacobs wrote a strong letter in
reply. He explained that he made house
visits and held an evening school to
which all were invited to send their
children. The congregation allowed a
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In September 1865 the congregation
suffered an upset with a letter to 77ie

short a time.
In 1870 the High Holyday Services
were well-attended and the idea of
enlarging or rebuilding the synagogue
was mooted. On 14 July 1871 the Chief
Rabbi, the Rev Dr Adler, visited the
Cardiff congregation and spent a
memorable day, being particularly
impressed with the pupils of the school
and its new teacher, Rev J M Cohen,

who had come from the Jews Free
School in London.

When, two years later, the Rev
Cohen asked for an increase in salary,
it was refused. He left Cardiff and the
Rev Jacobs left with him. One
presumes that his action was a
supportive protest.
Two lines appeared in Zlfee Jewj.sfe
Cfe7'oHz.c/e of 30 August 1872: Cardiff.

The Rev N Jacobs, after fifteen years
faithful service has resigned his
appointment as Minister of Cardiff
Continued on next page
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and left the town.

The Cardiff congregation went
through another "bad patch", services
were not well-attended and there was
no sermon. "The Rev Mr Jacobs, the
former Minister, usually delivered a
sermon on these important dates". The
congregation was
described as
disunited and disorganised with no
religious instruction for more than one
hundred children. A follow-up letter
said that the description was inaccurate
as many children were now at boardingschool but "in consequence of the much
regretted resignation of the Rev Nathan
Jacobs, they were in an unsettled state".
I quote from Judith Samuels, in 77!e
/ews o/Bczffe. The Bath community was
in a very low state: "De.cay was briefly
halted in 1872 when Nathan Jacobs,
formerly rabbi of East Terrace, Cardiff,
retired to Bath with his wife and those
of his eight children not yet married. He
did all he could to help reorganise the
community and in 1876 the synagogue,
closed for several years, re-opened".
The family lived at 20 Charlotte
Street, a large semi-detached house in
Bath. The remaining children married
and had fashionable weddings. Rosa
Jacobs, who had married Michael

Frank, a scion of the congregation,
kept a Kosher boarding house and
restaurant in Manvers Street.
Nathan died in May 1860 of
diabetes and its side effects. His
funeral was attended by many of his
family
and
ministers
from
Southampton, Cardiff, Bristol, Bath,
Swansea, Birmingham and London.
He was much loved and much
moumed.
His descendants are numerous and
now widely distributed across the
world.

For a young man living in Oxford,
speaking no English and escaping
death by falling out of a window on
his head, he went far and was a
leaned and respected member of the
Jewish corrmunity.

information on which to construct a
meaningful dissertation .
Gay Hunt-Davis
Warminster, Wilts.
huntdavis@btintemet.com

HEALING

GUSH

sE:aied:1:a:nit¥TT:u:|r¥e:::
A:::e:uRell;ReeE::as#,g;e,:1;?"I!
Companion

for

Infertility

and

Pregrcz73c)/ Loss (MANNA 66/ I am
impelled to write to you.
As a spiritual healer - spiritual
meaning non-physical - I have learnt
of a simple ritual for all women
suffering from a nco-natal death, from
a miscarriage through stillbirth to a
death in the very early days, even one
that happened years ago. I see no
reason why it should not work for
fathers as well as mothers. This, as it
were, closes the emotional chapter in a
constructive way, freeing the parent.
Indeed, I know of a case when a
woman unable to conceive since her
miscarriage, having performed this
ritual, became pregnant the next
month.

I was not told of it when leaning to
use my healing, but when I needed it
for a patient it was given to me from
two sources. My experience is that this
sort of thing often happens.
The knowledge must, I believe, be
given to the person concerned in a
personal, loving manner and so I shall
not spell it out here. However, anyone
who needs it has only to contact me
through the West London Synagogue.
I have run a healing clinic there since
19891

Ruth M Green
London Nwl

HELP!

sT::usfl:sd:1|n.gnmyYaolfYcleln?:u:

The first time I carried the Se/er
Torah dir±ng a, Shabbat morning
service as a warden at the West London
Synagogue and made ffczgbcz%,

I

thought of him and wondered what he
would have felt. I hope he would not
have disapproved too much.
As for the Boat Race, when my sons
went to Oxford, I fmally changed my

"Gush" in my article (A44jvIV4 66,
Winter 2000). This is the colloquial
name used to describe Gush Haetzion
which is the };eL5%z.vczfe where Sammy is

currently studying and is not in fact the
name of a religious movement I

Robert H Jackman
London NW 1 1

Rabbinic Course
Closing date for application is
December 31 2000
for October 2001 intake

Hebrew &]ewish Studies
BA & MA (full-time & part-time)
studies available
Occasional students welcome
Courses include: Bible, Midrash,
Talmud, Codes, Comparative Religion,

Jewish History, Philosophy, Liturgy,
Prayer, Life-Cycle
For further details
please contact the Registrar:

I wonder if I could ask you, through

your journal, to enquire whether any
of your contributors or readers have
any information on Messianic
Judaism, on which subject I propose to

Leo Baeck College,
80 East End Road, London N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 4525
Fax: 020 8343 2558
e-mail:

Leo-Baeck-College@mailbox.ulcc.ac.uk

allegiance .

write my MA dissertation. I realise
that this is largely an American

www.Ib-college.demon.co.uk

DHNISE WILLIAMS grow ap wz.ffe a U#z.fed
Synagogue background but has been an
involved member Of West London Synagogue fior
the last 49 years. She is proud that her sons,
Marcus and Robin, are well-versed in Hebrew
and capable Of tcking services.

phenomenon, but it may have some
following in this country. Most
American phenomena seem to migrate
here sooner or later, so that some may
have knowledge of it. I am finding it
difficult at present to find enough
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or visit our site:
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fr4o'J'I
William Wolff

persistent report keeps going

AHAPPILY
the roundUNUSUAL
Of the London Jewish
BUT
community - that a senior rabbi has
recently sat Sfez.i;cz for a son who married

a non Jewish wife.
The rabbi is to be applauded for his
atavistic action in the hope that the
spotlight he attracts will finally drive
this post-mediaeval practice from the
Jewish world.
It was ghoulish even in its heyday one of my own great grandfathers
observed it twice a century ago, and I
saw the scars on two of his
grandchildren.
It is firstly an abuse of a hallowed and
healing mourning custom. This is meant
for the loss through death of a person,
not for the loss of either purse or pride.
Secondly, it is a sin against one of the
greatest and hardest teachings of
Judaism, to love not merely your
neighbour, but the stranger as yourself.
It is a sin of rejection of human
beings, one Jewish the other not, in an
age when Jews in the Anglo Saxon and
American world receive more genuine
and generous acceptance from non Jews
than ever before in history. That ought
not to be requited with a practice that is
as cruel to individuals as it is offensive
to the surrounding society.
Such a practice ought to have no
place in the religious life of any
community.

#

For they also decided that the year
2000 was not 1933, and that Joerg
Haider was not Adolf Hitler. Their most
recent Anschluss was to the European
Union. And we all know the clamp that
puts on all our courts and all our
parliaments, and paradoxically, the
boost that gives to our liberties.
My friend had a Jewish father, has a
Jewish wife and Jewish children, and is
a senior civil servant in the Austrian

government. Every time his work now
takes him to London, Brussels or any
other European Union capital, his
colleagues refuse to share a meal with
him.
That boycott will not stop Haider
becoming Austria's chancellor in two
years' tine. As in nine years, sanctions
have not toppled Saddam Hussein.

#

T

HE QUESTION I AM MOST
often asked is "Rabbi, will you

our National Theatre, on a bright midwinter Sunday moming. I was there to
meet a friend so that we might go off and
celebrate our joint birthday by the
Danube. But what were they doing going
to the theatre when they ought to be
having Sunday brmch?
It was the Sunday after Joerg Haider's
Freedom Party joined the Austrian
government. And they were the
intellectuals of Vienna, meeting to
decide whether to stay or flee the
country.
They booed the new Freedom Party
Minister of Culture. And then they
decided to stay.
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Questions at the seder table.

#
O¥e]=sua?:%r°:fb:hi:SA°dr:n:s5t;#T::::h:
gave the most dazzling of all the lectures
at this year's Jewish Book Week together with Limmud one of the two
cultural highlights of the Anglo-Jewish
year.

His theme, if I understood him
correctly, was that to achieve anything
on this tough earth, you need a thimble
full of foolishness as well as ladies of
cleverness. He backed this with
examples ranging from Moses to
Einstein.

That was comforting. I would have
found him inspiring if he had told me
that I could still get there even with
buckets full of stupidity.

please say a prayer for ...... " The

cause ranges from looming exams to a
mother, grandfather or sick child.
My answer ought to be `No, say it
yourself." Because Judaism gives no
houseroom to intermediaries. The prayer
of any petition?r goes to heaven as fast

as mine - maybe even faster - and is
answered as often, or maybe more often
than mine.
But I always say yes. For the last thing
they need at that moment is a lesson in
theology.
Who knows, my prayer may even
ascend by the same flight path as theirs.
And while there is no club or bonus card
for rabbis in heaven, my prayer may just
possibly get an "Action Now" tag.

#
A?::s:t;r?u;;:isa;:Et;qut!e:1::T::f

That alone should make the skips as
superfluous as a game of Twenty

HE LATEST GESTURE OF
multiculturalism - providing
skips throughout North West
London for Jews to dump their leavened

T

goods before Pesach - is as noble as it is
half baked. Have they no more black
bags or dustbins in the Borough of
Bamet? Or are their fridges and freezers
of such mammoth size that only skips
can take their contents?
Even in a caring and tolerant society
majorities should surely not be made to

fork out thousands for the marginal
convenience of a handful.
And what has happened to the joy of
every child and pyromaniac, the burning
of the left-overs after breakfast on Erev
Pesach?

#
T A IIAPPY SURPRISE IT
was to read in several papers
that St. Michael is the patron
saint of Judaism. I have been schooled in
several
disciplines
to
believe
everything I read in print. So I am
holding my breath to see what he is
going to do for our faith and its
dwindling number of adherents. My
hopes are no higher than Ben Nevis
because of the saint's abject and recent
failure to maintain either the image or
the profits of his other charge, the Marks
and Spencer chain.
But the prospect remains tantalising.
Afterall,forthepast3,000yearswehave
had to struggle along with but a few
archangels, and without saints of any
kind. And even on earth the Jewish
community has, to my limited
knowledge, some lovely people but,
alas, no saints. All you can see in my or
any other synagogue are a few hats,
prolific numbers of fa.ppof on male and
female heads and in more colours than
any rainbow offers, but never a halo.
So far.
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF z.s' "!.7}!.s'fer o/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He previously served
both Liberal and Roform congregations in
Brighton, Reeling, Milton Keynes and Newcastle
upon Tyne. He was trcined at Leo Baeck College,
and started his full time rabbinate as an assistant
to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London
Synagogue. He was a Fleet Strect jourrralist
bef ore he becctme a rabbi.
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THE MANOF3 HOUSE SOCIETY
THE NIANOR HOUSE SOCIETY is the cultural arm of

thesternbergcentreforJudaism,thelargestJewish
centre in Europe. The Manor House Society brings a
wide range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events
withineasyreachofalargeaudience.Regularactivities
include concerts, panel discussions, artexhibitions,
drama, book launches, seminars and lectures.
Subscription rates for MAIVM, the journal of the Sternberg
Centre for Judaism and the Manor House Society are:
UK:

£14.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage
(2 years subscription -£28.00, 3 years -£42.00)

Europe:

£19.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage
(2 years subscription -£38.00, 3 years - £57.00)

Elsewhere* £40.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage
(2 years subscription -£80.00, 3 years -£120.00)

The Stemberg Centre and Manor House
Society provide easy access to the centre's
many amenities, These facilities include a
bookshop, library, cafeteria, biblical garden
andextensivegrounds.Thoseonthemailing
list receive advance information about
events and the Sternberg Centre Directory
and Diary of events throughout the year.

Details from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg
Centre, 80 East End F]oad, Finchley, London
N3 2SY

Airmail:

Tel: 020 8346 2288 Fax: 020 8343 0901

Elsewhere* £19.00 per annum for 4 issues including postage
Surface:
(2 years subscription - £38.00, 3 years - £57.00)

emai[: pan.Jewis@ reformjudaism.org.uk

(*lf paying US dollars, the rate is as follows:
(*$65.00 Airmail; $32.50 Surface Mail)

Visit ouar website on www.refsyn.org.uk
for more information
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Until June 2000

The Jerusalem Windows and Other Lithographs
by Mare Chagall, Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse and David Schneuer

Sunday 7 May 9.00am - 6.00pm
Awayday to the Beth Shalom Holocaust Memorial Centre
by coach from The Sternberg Centre

7 July -27 October
East of Eden
New watercolours from the Sinai to Siam by Ivloish Sokal
LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15pm -2.00pm
Summer 2000 Series: 4 and 8 May and 1,15 and 29 June

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses with Jackie King-Cline from 2 May -4 July
Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm
WATERCOLOUF] CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gevertz from 3 May -12 July
Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
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